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1

The SDMX standard

1.1

Introduction to SDMX standard

SDMX - Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange.
SDMX (www.sdmx.org) is an initiative aiming at setting standards that can facilitate
the exchange of statistical data and metadata using modern information technology,
with an emphasis on aggregated data. Existing and emerging technologies have been
taken into account in order to fulfill this goal.
For that purpose, a set of technical documentation (SDMX framework standard) has
been produced in order to assist SDMX implementation. Moreover, SDMX user guides
and content oriented guidelines are published separately from the standard in order
to assist understanding and using SDMX implementations. Finally, free and opens
source tools are being published as example SDMX implementations.
SDMX-ML is an XML format for structuring SDMX data and metadata messages. A set
of
XML
Schemas
(XSDs)
are
maintained
by
the
SDMX
initiative
(http://www.sdmx.org/index.php?page_id=16#links) and specify how the SDMX-ML
messages must be structured.
SDMX promotes a “data-sharing” model in statistical data/metadata exchange. This
means that Data/Metadata Producers do not need to send their data/metadata
directly to all potential Data Consumers. Instead the DPs publish the availability of
data/metadata to DCs and the latter are responsible for fetching the data/metadata
at will.
So, DPs either publish data only once by uploading these data on a Web Server
(accessible via a URL) or (in case an SDMX Web Service infrastructure is available)
just accept SDMX Queries and provide data on demand and on DCs initiative.
The foundation of this scenario is based on the availability of an abstract Information
Model capable of supporting any time-series and cross-sectional data, structural
metadata and reference metadata (SDMX-IM). Moreover, the standardized XML
messages (SDMX-ML) based on this Information Model assist the interoperable data
exchange. Finally, the use of Web Services and related technologies (XML, XSD,
WSDL, ebXML Registries) is essential to fulfil the above scenario.
The data-sharing process is heavily based on the existence of central registry
services.
Registry services:
-

Enable users to access structural and provisioning metadata

-

Provide maintenance capabilities to maintainers

-

Provide notification services for structural and provisioning metadata to
subscribed users

Data and Reference Metadata are not stored in Registries. Registry services provide a
useful set of metadata about the data (and additional metadata) in a known location,
so that users/applications can easily locate and obtain whatever data and/or
metadata is registered. Provisioning metadata is used for that purpose and is stored
in Registries along with the structural metadata that specify the structure of the
data/metadata to be exchanged.

The SDMX standard covers all possible messages for data, metadata, registry
interfaces, thus assisting the development of all possible applications participating in
the envisioned data exchange scenarios. Possible applications could be SDMX
Registries, SDMX Web Services for provision of data/metadata or even Web Pages for
user friendly ways to build SDMX-ML data/metadata messages.
1.2

SDMX Information Model

The SDMX Information Model (SDMX-IM) is presented in a set of UML diagrams and
is the basis for the syntax specific implementations (XML, EDIFACT).
It is not normative for potential SDMX implementations, but sets a foundation in
order to build upon a valid SDMX application.
The SDMX-IM provides all relations and structuring information that concern data as
well as reference/structural/provisioning metadata. The corresponding document
(http://www.sdmx.org/docs/2_0/SDMX_2_0%20SECTION_02_InformationModel.pdf)
describes all UML diagrams and how all components described there is related in the
context of SDMX.
The SDMX-IM is split in three layers that actually correspond to the top-level
packages that comprise it. It is constructed as a set of functional packages which
assist in the understanding, re-use and maintenance of the model.
Each top-level package comprises more sub-packages that include SDMX artefacts
grouped per functionality.

1.2.1

Base Package

1.2.1.1 Identification, Versioning & Maintenance
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Figure 1 – Versioning and Maintenance
The core of the SDMX Base Package is the Identification/Versioning/Maintenance
diagram. This group of classes is considered central to the SDMX-IM. All other SDMX
Artefacts are sub-classes of these, especially the three abstract classes
IdentifiableArtefact, VersionableArtefact and MeaintainableArtefact on the left-hand
side of the diagram.
To give a short interpretation of this diagram, we should stress the following:
-

All SDMX Artefacts are Annotable (since all of them are sub-classes of the
abstract class AnnotableArtefact). This means that all SDMX Artefacts can
have Annotations attached to them. An Annotation (or note) is used to convey
extra information to describe any SDMX Artefact. This information may be in
the form of a URL reference and / or a multilingual text (represented by the
association to InternationalString).

-

All SDMX Artefacts are also Identifiable (since the only direct sub-class of
AnnotableArtefact is the IdentifiableArtefact). Thus, all SDMX Artefacts have
an id, uri and urn and can also have a multilingual name and description.

-

All SDMX Artefacts that are sub-classes of the VersionableArtefact have a
version and a validity period. Of course, these artefacts are also Identifiable
and Annotable (due to inheritance).

-

All SDMX Artefacts that are sub-classes of the MaintainableArtefact can be
marked as final (meaning no changes can occur to them without changing

version). These Artefacts are also maintained by a MaintanceAgency. Thus,
these SDMX Artefacts are assigned an AgencyId (not visible in this diagram).

1.2.1.2 Inheritance Relationship
Direct sub-classes (also abstract) to the three main abstract classes of the previous
diagram are listed, and described shortly, below:
Direct sub-classes of MaintainableArtefact class are:
-

ItemScheme: is an abstract class which defines a set of Item(s) (this class is
also abstract). Its main purpose is to define a mechanism which can be used
to create taxonomies which can classify other parts of the SDMX Information
Model. Examples of ItemSchemes are: Concept Schemes, Codelists, Categroy
Schemes, Organisation Schemes.

-

Structure: is an abstract class which contains a set of one or more
ComponentList(s) (this class is also abstract). An example of a concrete
Structure is a Key Family (the class for Data Structure Definition).

-

StructureUsage: is an abstract class representing an artefact whose
components are described by a Structure. In concrete terms (sub-classes) an
example would be a Dataflow Definition which is linked to a given structure –
in this case the Key Family.

Direct sub-class of VersionableArtefact class is:
-

Item: as already mentioned (see ItemScheme) Item is used to represent the
components of an ItemScheme. Some concrete sub-classes of Item are Code
(in a CodeList), Concept (in a ConceptScheme).

Direct sub-classes of IdentifiableArtefact class are:
-

Component:

-

ComponentList:

-

DataSet:

-

XSDataSet:

1.2.2

DSD’s and Datasets
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Figure 2 – Data Structure Definition

In this diagram we can see all the related Artifacts from the point of view of the Data
Structure Definition.
The three classes (DataSet, DataflowDefintion, and Category) above the DSD class
are not part of the Data Structure Definition, but are included in this diagram in
order to show how the DSD is used by Dataflows that define DataSets and are linked
to Categories within a Category Schema.
Three conceptual levels can be identified within the DSD diagram.
The first level is the Structure level where the DSD is identified (id, version and other
attributes not shown in this diagram).
The second level comprises ComponentLists. These are conceptual groupings of
components (i.e. Key, Groups).
The third level includes the Components used by the DSD in order to define the
structure of DataSet(s).
Moreover, Components reference Concepts residing in ConceptSchemes and may
have specific Roles within the DSD.

Finally, a Dimension may be a MeasureType dimension, thus defining a CrossSectional Measure (XSMeasure class) for every Code included in the Codelist related
to this Dimension.
1.2.2.1 Coded / Uncoded Components
cd Representation
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enum
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Figure 3 – Code/Uncoded representation

Some SDMX Artifacts can have Coded or Uncoded representations. This diagram
describes the model behind the representation of SDMX Artifacts.
An SDMX Artifact can have a Type and/or a Representation.
The enumeration ‘Data Type’ specifies the allowed Types.
The Representation comprises Facets as specified in the enumeration ‘Facet Type’.
DSD components as well as Concepts within Concept Schemes can have such
representations.
In the first case this is called as local representation, whereas in the second it is
called core representation. A Concept may have a core representation (meaning a
default representation) that it is possible to be overridden by a Component (i.e. a
Dimension) using this Concept by the latter’s local representation.

1.2.3

Data Constraints and Provisioning

Data or Metadata
Structure
Definition

Data or
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Set
Definition

Data
Provider

Data or
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Flow
Definition

Category

Provision
Agreement

Category
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Figure 4 – Data Constraints and Provisioning

The SDMX Information Model provides a broad set of formal objects and their
relationships to represent statistical data and metadata, actors, processes, and
resources within statistical exchanges.
The Figure above depicts the essential characteristics supported in the SDMX model
for data and metadata reporting. The pivot of this diagram is the Data or Metadata
Flow, maintained by the organisation that collects data or metadata. A Data Flow is
linked to a “Data Structure Definition” (DSD) while a Metadata flow is linked to a
“Metadata Structure Definition” (MSD). DSD or MSD define the structure of data or
metadata and identifies the elements to which the related metadata can be attached.
Data or metadata may be made available by many providers. Any provider may
report or publish data or metadata for several Data or Metadata flows, according to a
Provision Agreement.
The Data or Metadata Flow may also be linked to one or more statistical topics
(Category) in a subject-matter scheme (Category Scheme). A Category Scheme
provides a way of classifying data for collection, reporting or publication.
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Figure 5 – UML Provision Agreement

From the UML point of view, this diagram depicts the usage of Constraints in the
Provisioning information provided by SDMX in order to assist Data and Reference
Metadata exchange.
All SDMX Artifacts, directly concerned in a data/metadata exchange scenario, are
depicted here.
More specifically:
A Data Provider can provide data/metadata for many Dataflows using an agreed Data
Structure Definition.
Dataflows may incorporate data coming from more than one Data Provider.
A Provision Agreement defines which data providers are supplying what data and
based on which data flows.
Constraints can be applied on the scope of the data or metadata described in a
Provision Agreement as well as in a Dataflow.
A Dataflow may be linked to 1 or more Categories from different Category Schemes.

1.3

Evaluation

1. How many are the basic packages (layers) of the SDMX IM?
a)

2

b)

3

c)

4

d)

5

2. Which SDMX Artefacts have an AgencyID?
a)

IdentifableArtefacts

b)

AnnotableArtefacts

c)

MaintainableArtefacts

d)

VersionableArtefacts

3. Which of the following SDMX Artefacts are ItemShemes?
a)

Codelist

b)

Code

c)

Data Structure Definition

d)

Dimension

4. Where can Constraints be applied?
a)

Dataflows

b)

Codelists

c)

DataProviders

d)

ProvisionAgreements

2

SDMX-ML

2.1

Building XML from SDMX IM

The SDMX standard specifies a single Information Model in order to describe what
and how data and metadata can be exchanged in the context of SDMX. Based on this
Information Model, SDMX defines two ways of representing its messages. Two
different formats are available for expressing SDMX messages.
The first format is SDMX-EDI and is equivalent to GESMES/TS. This format is based
on an EDIFACT syntax and is Time-Series oriented. This means that only one type of
observation throughout time can be carried in a single DataSet. Moreover, the
DataSet messages have only one format. This format covers a subset of the SDMXIM. For example, non time-series messages or reference metadata messages are not
supported.
The second format is SDMX-ML. It is an XML format that covers the whole SDMX-IM.
The SDMX-ML format supports four different (although equivalent) formats, for data
messages, in order to serve different purposes. It also supports reference metadata
messages as well as messages for querying SDMX Web Services and Registry
Interface messages.
Two simple “rules” in order to go from the SDMX-IM to the SDMX-ML implementation
are that:
-

(concrete) classes become XML elements and;

-

Their attributes become XML attributes.

Of course, there are exceptions in these “rules”. In the SDMX-ML implementation
there are XML elements that do not correspond directly to classes from the SDMX-IM
and vice versa.
2.2

SDMX Structures

Within the following slides, the SDMX-ML implementation of Structural metadata will
be presented. Real samples from various types of Structural metadata will be
explained and mapped to the concepts described in the SDMX-IM.
Specifically, the following will be presented:
-

Code Lists: as their name declares, these are lists of Codes. These Codes are
used in order to give values to Dimensions and/or Attributes that are allowed
to have a specific range of values. For example, the Dimension ‘FREQ’,
representing frequency, is allowed to have values that are included in a code
list called ‘CL_FREQ’ (i.e. ‘M’ for Monthly, ‘A’ for Annual, ‘Q’ for quarterly).

-

Concept Schemes: these are lists of statistical Concepts used to define
components within DSDs (i.e. Dimensions, Attributes) and MSDs (i.e.
MetadataAttributes).

-

Data Structure Definitions: these XML documents describe the structure of
DataSets exchanged, based on the SDMX-IM. DSDs include Dimensions,
Measures, Groups and Attributes. These components are used to convey the

statistical variables describing measures, keys and other metadata giving
additional semantic to the Dataset.
2.2.1

DSD’s, Concept Schemes and Code List

2.2.1.1 Concept Schema
This example is part of the trial transmissions for the Demography Rapid
Questionnaire:
<structure:ConceptScheme
version="1.0" isFinal="false">

id="DEMO_CONCEPTS"

agencyID="ESTAT"

<structure:Name
xml:lang="en">Demography
scheme</structure:Name>

domain

concept

<structure:Concept id="FREQ">
<structure:Name xml:lang="en">Frequency</structure:Name>
</structure:Concept>
<structure:Concept id="COUNTRY">
<structure:Name xml:lang="en">Reporting Country</structure:Name>
</structure:Concept>
<structure:Concept id="TIME_FORMAT">
<structure:Name xml:lang="en">Time format code</structure:Name>
</structure:Concept>
<structure:Concept id="TIME">
<structure:Name xml:lang="en">Time period or range</structure:Name>
</structure:Concept>
<structure:Concept id="OBS_VALUE">
<structure:Name xml:lang="en">Observation Value</structure:Name>
</structure:Concept>
<structure:Concept id="OBS_STATUS">
<structure:Name xml:lang="en">Observation Status</structure:Name>
</structure:Concept>
<structure:Concept id="PJANT">
<structure:Name
X</structure:Name>
</structure:Concept>

xml:lang="en">Population

on

1

January

of

Year

…
</structure:ConceptScheme>
Figure 6 - Demography Rapid Questionnaire Concept Schema

The root XML element (i.e. ConceptScheme) of this (XML) document represents the
Concept Scheme and has as XML attributes its details. Specifically, we can see that
the ‘id’ of this Concept Scheme is ‘DEMO_CONCEPTS’, it is maintained by an
organization with ‘agencyID=“ESTAT” (code for Eurostat), its ‘version’ is ‘1.0’ and it
is not ‘Final’ thus can be changed. Moreover, we can see that the <ConceptScheme>
element includes a <Name> element and some <Concept> elements. Going back to
the SDMX-IM we can identify that a Concept Scheme:
-

Has an ‘id’ and a <Name> with a language identifier (i.e. xml:lang=“en”)
because it is an IdentifiableArtefact

-

Has an ‘agencyID’
MaintainableArtefact

-

Has a ‘version’ because it is VersionalbeArtefact.

-

Includes <Concept>s, which are Item(s), because it is an ItemScheme.

and

is

marked

using

‘isFinal’

because

it

is

a

Moreover, each <Concept> element has an ‘id’ and includes a <Name> element with
a language identifier. Mapping to the SDMX-IM we can that each Concept:
-

Have an ‘id’ and a <Name> with a language identifier because it is an
IdentifiableArtefact.

-

It is part of an ItemScheme since it is an Item.

2.2.1.2 Codelist Schema
This Codelist is an example from the SODI processing environment and is used to
provide Codes to define Unit Multipliers at measures:
<structure:CodeList
isFinal="false">

id="CL_UNIT_MULT"

agencyID="ESTAT"

version="1.0"

<structure:Name xml:lang="en">Unit multiplier code list</structure:Name>
<structure:Code value="0">
<structure:Description xml:lang="en">Units</structure:Description>
</structure:Code>
<structure:Code value="1">
<structure:Description xml:lang="en">Tens</structure:Description>
</structure:Code>
<structure:Code value="2">

<structure:Description xml:lang="en">Hundreds</structure:Description>
</structure:Code>
<structure:Code value="3">
<structure:Description xml:lang="en">Thousands</structure:Description>
</structure:Code>
<structure:Code value="4">
<structure:Description
thousands</structure:Description>

xml:lang="en">Tens

of

</structure:Code>
<structure:Code value="6">
<structure:Description xml:lang="en">Millions</structure:Description>
</structure:Code>
<structure:Code value="9">
<structure:Description xml:lang="en">Billions</structure:Description>
</structure:Code>
</structure:CodeList>
Figure 7 – SODI Codelist Schema

The root XML element (i.e. CodeList) of this (XML) document represents the CodeList
and has as XML attributes details of this CodeList. Specifically, we can see that the
‘id’ of this CodeList is ‘CL_UNIT_MULT’, it is maintained by an organization with
‘agencyID=“ESTAT” (code for Eurostat), its ‘version’ is ‘1.0’ and it is not ‘Final’ thus
can be changed. Moreover, we can see that the <CodeList> element includes a
<Name> element and some <Code> elements. Going back to the SDMX-IM we can
identify that a CodeList:
-

Has an ‘id’ and a <Name> with a language identifier (i.e. xml:lang=“en”)
because it is an IdentifiableArtefact

-

Has an ‘agencyID’
MaintainableArtefact

-

Has a ‘version’ because it is VersionalbeArtefact.

-

Includes <Code>s, which are Item(s), because it is an ItemScheme.

and

is

marked

using

‘isFinal’

because

it

is

a

Moreover, each <Code> element has a ‘value’ and includes a <Description> element
with a language identifier. Mapping to the SDMX-IM we can that each Code:
-

Has a ‘value’ (exception: this pas to the id of the Code) and a <Description>
with a language identifier because it is an IdentifiableArtefact.

-

It is part of an ItemScheme since it is an Item.

Note: the ‘structure:’ prefix used in all elements, corresponds to the SDMX
namespace “http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/structure” as
specified in the XML schema ‘SDMXStructure.xsd’ provided by the SDMX standard
(http://www.sdmx.org/docs/2_0/SDMXStructure.xsd).
2.2.1.3 DSD´s
Data Structure Definitions are very important structures in the SDMX context. DSDs
define the structure of the Datasets that can be created in order to carry statistical
measurements with any other statistical variables useful in that context. In order to
assist the creation of the various SDMX-ML Dataset types, SDMX specifies standard
mappings in order to build type specific XSDs from a DSD. The different types of
SDMX-ML messages will be shown further down in this presentation.
More specifically, a DSD comprises the following Components in order to describe
how a Dataset can convey required statistical information:
-

Dimensions: an ordered set of components, each of which takes its semantic
from a Concept in a Concept Scheme. This set is called “Key Descriptor”. For
each Dimension, a representation is defined by referencing a Codelist and/or
defining a TextFormat (Dimensions are usually Coded). Moreover, a
Dimension may play a specific role (Concept Role) in the DSD (such as
Frequency, Time).

-

Groups: are subsets of the “Key Descriptor” (as defined above) in order to
define a subset of Data that specific Attributes may be reported.

-

Measures: are the Data that can be reported. These may be Coded or
Uncoded (as defined in Dimensions).

-

Attributes: are used to report metadata about the Dataset. These metadata
can be attached at different levels of the Dataset. Additionally, Attributes may
also play a specific role within the DSD and can also have Coded or Uncoded
representation.

The examples that we are going to examine cover two different cases of DSDs as
regards the reported measures.
2.2.1.4 Short Term Statsitics. (Time Series)
<structure:KeyFamily agencyID="ESTAT" id="STS" isFinal="false" version="1.0">
<structure:Name xml:lang="en">Short Term Statistics</structure:Name>
<structure:Components>
<structure:Dimension conceptRef="FREQ" isFrequencyDimension="true"
conceptSchemeRef="CONCEPTS"
conceptSchemeVersion="1.0"

conceptSchemeAgency="ESTAT"

codelist="CL_FREQ" codelistAgency="ESTAT" codelistVersion="1.0"/>
<structure:Dimension conceptRef="REF_AREA" codelist="CL_AREA_EE" …/>
…/>

<structure:Dimension conceptRef="ADJUSTMENT" codelist="CL_ADJUSTMENT"

<structure:Dimension
codelist="CL_STS_INDICATOR" …/>

conceptRef="STS_INDICATOR"

<structure:Dimension
codelist="CL_STS_ACTIVITY" …/>

conceptRef="STS_ACTIVITY"

<structure:Dimension
codelist="CL_STS_INSTITUTION" …/>

conceptRef="STS_INSTITUTION"

<structure:Dimension
codelist="CL_STS_BASE_YEAR" …/>

conceptRef="STS_BASE_YEAR"

<structure:TimeDimension conceptRef="TIME_PERIOD" …/>
<structure:Group id="SiblingGroup">
<structure:DimensionRef>REF_AREA</structure:DimensionRef>
<structure:DimensionRef>ADJUSTMENT</structure:DimensionRef>
<structure:DimensionRef>STS_INDICATOR</structure:DimensionRef>
<structure:DimensionRef>STS_ACTIVITY</structure:DimensionRef>
<structure:DimensionRef>STS_INSTITUTION</structure:DimensionRef>
<structure:DimensionRef>STS_BASE_YEAR</structure:DimensionRef>
</structure:Group>
<structure:PrimaryMeasure conceptRef="OBS_VALUE" …>
<structure:TextFormat textType="Double"/>
</structure:PrimaryMeasure>
…

<structure:Attribute conceptRef="OBS_STATUS" … codelist="CL_OBS_STATUS"
assignmentStatus="Mandatory" attachmentLevel="Observation"/>
<structure:Attribute conceptRef="TITLE"
attachmentLevel="Group">

…

assignmentStatus="Conditional"

<structure:TextFormat textType="String"/>
<structure:AttachmentGroup>SiblingGroup</structure:AttachmentGroup>
</structure:Attribute>
…
</structure:KeyFamily>
Figure 8 – STS DSD (Time-Series)

The root XML element <KeyFamily> represents the DSD. Specifically, the following
attributes and elements are visible and can be mapped to the SDMX-IM:

-

The ‘id’ attribute and <Name> element denotes that the DSD is an
IdentifiableArtefact

-

The ‘version’ attribute indicates that the DSD is a VersionableArtefact

-

The attributes ‘isFinal’
MaintainablArtefact.

-

The <Components> element encloses all dimensions, attributes, groups and
measures of the DSD. An exception here is that the SDMX-IM indicates
ComponentList descriptors, whereas the XML implementation has one element
to group all components. The descriptors can be defined conceptually from
the elements included.

and

‘agencyID’

indicate

that

the

DSD

is

a

Within the <Components> element, the following can be described:
-

<Dimension> elements
-

Have a ‘conceptRef’ (equivalent to the ‘id’ of the SDMX-IM) since they
are IdentifiableArtefacts

-

Reference a Concept Scheme that the Concept ‘conceptRef’ resides
(see full SDMX-IM for details)

-

Have a local representation (see SDMX-IM) which is usually Coded,
hence the reference to a CodeList.

-

The <TimeDimension> element is actually a Dimension but with a specific
role (that of time).

-

<Group> elements

-

-

-

Have an ‘id’ since they are IdentifiableArtefacts

-

Include references to existing <Dimension>s in order to form a subset
of the “Key Descriptor”

The <PrimaryMeasure> is a actually a Measure (but with a specific role) and
-

It has a ‘conceptRef’ including reference to a Concept Scheme like a
<Dimension>

-

Has a local representation which is usually Uncoded but with a specific
type (i.e. “Double”)

<Attribute> elements have almost the same attributes as <Dimension>s but
also
-

Can be attached at four different levels (i.e. attachmentLevel)

-

Must be specified whether they should be reported or not (i.e.
assignmentStatus)

2.2.1.5 Demography. (Cross-Sectional)
In the previous DSD (i.e. STS) only one measure was allowed to be reported, the
Primary Measure. This is because the DSD was Time-Series oriented.

Figure 9 – Cross-Sectional tables

In case more measures would be reported simultaneously within a dataset, another
DSD type should be used.
As an example, we can see the Demography Rapid Questionnaire that reports 14
different measures in a single page. Thus, it would be required to transmit also these
measures in a single Dataset.
The XML implementation of this DSD has many similarities with the one examined in
the previous slides.
So, the same DSD details can be identified (i.e. ‘id’, ‘version’, ‘agencyID’, ‘isFinal’,
<Name>). The <Dimension> elements are also identical, apart from one of them
that has a specific role. The <Dimension> named ‘DEMO’ has a role of
‘measureDimension’. Thus, all possible values of this Dimension (as specified from
the referenced CodeList ‘CL_DEMO’) are measures for this DSD. So, the new element
introduced here is <CrossSectionalMeasure>. This element is similar to the
<PrimaryMeasure> element, but it has some extra attributes. These are:
-

The references to the measure dimension

-

The reference to the Code of the Measure Dimension’s allowed values

More
specifically,
for
each
<CrossSectionalMeasure> is defined.

Code

included

in

‘CL_DEMO’

one

Finally, Attributes that are attached at the observation level, should now define to
which measures they can apply (element <AttachmentMeasure>)
<structure:KeyFamily
isFinal="false">

agencyID="ESTAT"

id="DEMOGRAPHY"

<structure:Name
xml:lang="en">Demography
Definition</structure:Name>

version="1.0"

Data

Structure

<structure:Components>
<structure:Dimension conceptRef="FREQ" isFrequencyDimension="true"
conceptSchemeRef="DEMO_CONCEPTS"
conceptSchemeVersion="1.0"

conceptSchemeAgency="ESTAT"

codelist="CL_FREQ" codelistAgency="ESTAT" codelistVersion="1.0"
crossSectionalAttachGroup="true"/>
<structure:Dimension conceptRef="COUNTRY" codelist="CL_COUNTRY" …/>
<structure:Dimension conceptRef="SEX" codelist="CL_SEX" …/>
<structure:Dimension
conceptRef="DEMO"
isMeasureDimension="true" />

codelist="CL_DEMO"

…

<structure:TimeDimension conceptRef="TIME" …/>
<structure:PrimaryMeasure conceptRef="OBS_VALUE" …>
<structure:TextFormat textType="Double"/>
</structure:PrimaryMeasure>
<structure:CrossSectionalMeasure
measureDimension="DEMO" code="PJANT"/>

conceptRef="PJANT"

…

… (one CrossSectionalMeasure per code in CL_DEMO)
<structure:CrossSectionalMeasure conceptRef="LEXPNSIT" …/>
<structure:Attribute
codelist="CL_TIME_FORMAT" …

conceptRef="TIME_FORMAT"

assignmentStatus="Mandatory"
isTimeFormat="true“

…

attachmentLevel="Observation"

crossSectionalAttachGroup="true"/>
<structure:Attribute conceptRef="OBS_STATUS" codelist="CL_OBS_STATUS" …
crossSectionalAttachObservation="true">

<structure:AttachmentMeasure>PJANT</structure:AttachmentMeasure>
… (any CrossSectionalMeasure this Attribute may be attached)
</structure:Attribute>
<structure:Attribute conceptRef="UNIT" codelist="CL_UNIT" …/>
<structure:Attribute conceptRef="UNIT_MULT" codelist="CL_UNIT_MULT" …/>
<structure:Attribute conceptRef="DECI" codelist="CL_DECI" …/>
<structure:Attribute conceptRef="TAB_NUM" …>
<structure:TextFormat maxLength="10" textType="String"/>
</structure:Attribute>
</structure:Components>
</structure:KeyFamily>
Figure 10 – Demography (Cross-Sectional)

2.2.1.6 Data Structure Wizard
The Data Structure Wizard (DSW) application provides an improved solution for the
management of Data Structure Definitions (DSDs) within the SDMX-ML v2.0
standard.
DSW covers and completes the following functionalities for handling structural
metadata artefacts from the KeyFamilyDB Access tool, SDMX Registry, Eurostat
GESMES Structural Metadatabase and ECB Structural Metadatabase (the functionality
of the two GESMES tools is under development at the time being).
Specifically, DSW supports:
-

Maintenance of the following SDMX v2.0 artefacts: Code Lists, Concept
Schemes, Data Structure Definitions, Data Flows, Category Schemes,
Hierarchical Code lists and Organization Schemes Dynamic creation of a
template for a specified DSD in SDMX v2.0 format

-

Import and export of artefacts from/to SDMX-ML v2.0 format

-

Import and export of DSDs from/to GESMES/TS structure files

-

Interaction with any standard-compliant
RegistryInterface messages)

-

Connection to SDMX Registry with "query" privilege and update of the local
repository of artefacts

-

Update of the SDMX Registry, using the "maintain" privilege, with an artefact
that was edited or created locally

-

Print of summary reports for Codelists, Concepts from ConceptSchemes,
DSDs, Dataflows

-

Print reports for the DSDs components and for the Codes from Codelists

SDMX

Registry

(using

SDMX

-

Advanced search (search Dataflow for a specified DSD, search DSD for a
specified Dataflow, search all DSDs using a code list and search all the DSDs
using a given concept)

-

Download of structural metadata for use with GENEDI tool

-

SDMX-ML Data Authoring feature (creating sample SDMX-ML datasets from
DSDs)

DSW is a java tool and is considered as an offline version of Eurostat’s SDMX
Registry (at least in the SDMX structures management part).
2.3

SDMX-ML Messages

SDMX supports four different, although equivalent, SDMX-ML messages for reporting
data:
-

Generic Messages

-

Compact Messages

-

Utility Messages

-

Cross-Sectional Messages

Each representation serves different purposes.
These DataSet files are built upon rules defined by DSDs. In general, four different
SDMX-ML DataSet representations are possible.
The exception to this rule is when a DSD does not specify a TimeDimension. Then
the only possible representation is the Cross-Sectional Message.
Per message type, excluding generic, a specific XML schema can be derived from the
DSD in order to validate the syntax and codification of Datasets. These XDSs can be
downloaded from Eurostat’s SDMX Registry or created via XSLT process.
2.3.1

Generic, Compact, Utility and Cross-Sectional

2.3.1.1 Generic
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<GenericData
xmlns="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/message"
xmlns:common="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/common
"
xmlns:generic="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/generic"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/mes
sage SDMXMessage.xsd">
<Header>…</Header>
<DataSet>
<generic:KeyFamilyRef>STS</generic:KeyFamilyRef>
<generic:Group type="SiblingGroup">
<generic:GroupKey>…</generic:GroupKey>
<generic:Attributes>…</generic:Attributes>
<generic:Series>
<generic:SeriesKey>…</generic:SeriesKey>
<generic:Attributes>…</generic:Attributes>
<generic:Obs>…</generic:Obs>
…
<generic:Obs>…</generic:Obs>
</generic:Series>
<generic:Series>…</generic:Series>
…
<generic:Series>…</generic:Series>
</generic:Group>
<generic:Group>…</generic:Group>
…
<generic:Group>…</generic:Group>
</DataSet>
<GenericData>
Figure 11 – Dataset in Generic Format

The Generic Data Set is the only format that is syntactically common for any SDMXML DSD. This means that the XML elements and attributes used are exactly the same
regardless of the DSD the DataSet pertains. Thus, XML Schema for syntactical
validation of Generic messages is common and is provided by the SDMX standard
(http://www.sdmx.org/docs/2_0/SDMXGenericData.xsd).
The Generic format has four different levels in a nested formation. These levels
(actually XML elements), going from the outer to the inner, are:

-

<DataSet>: is the container of the DataSet information. It includes all SDMX
Attributes attached at the Dataset level as well as any Groups included in the
DataSet. In case no Groups are reported, Series are included directly under
the <DataSet> element

-

<Group>: one <Group> element per SDMX GroupKey is defined and includes
all SDMX Attributes attached at the specific Group. This element includes the
Time-Series (<Series> element) that are reported and share the same partial
key with the group. This means that for the dimensions included in the Group
Key the values are identical for all included Series.

-

<Series>: one <Series> element per Key is defined and includes the SDMX
Attributes attached at the Series level. <Series> includes also <Obs>
elements that represent the actual measurements reported.

-

<Obs>: one <Obs> element per observation is included in each <Series>.
Each <Obs> element contains all SDMX Attributes attached at the
Observation level, the Time stamp that the observation concerns and the
observation value.

It is evident that the XML elements (DataSet, Group, Series, Obs, Attributes) and
attributes (concept, value) included in this message are independent of the DSD.
The Generic format is a “self-descriptive” message. The semantic of the concepts
participating can be derived from the position and context they reside. For example,
in element <ObsValue> the ‘value’ attribute holds the observation, whereas the
same attribute in a <Value> element of an <Attribute> element represents the value
of the XML Attribute.
2.3.1.2 Compact
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<CompactData
xmlns="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/message"
xmlns:common="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/common
"
xmlns:compact="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/compact"
xmlns:sts_c="urn:sdmx:org.sdmx.infomodel.keyfamily.KeyFamily=ESTAT:STS:comp
act"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/mes
sage SDMXMessage.xsd
urn:sdmx:org.sdmx.infomodel.keyfamily.KeyFamily=ESTAT:STS:compact
EUROSTAT_STS_Compact.xsd">
<Header>...</Header>

<sts_c:DataSet>
<sts_c:SiblingGroup
STS_INDICATOR="PROD"
STS_ACTIVITY="NS0020"
UNIT="PC"

REF_AREA="IT"
STS_INSTITUTION="1"

ADJUSTMENT="W"
STS_BASE_YEAR="2000"

UNIT_MULT="0" DECIMALS="2" TITLE_COMPL="Elements of the full national
etc."/>
<sts_c:Series
FREQ="M"
STS_INDICATOR="PROD"

REF_AREA="IT"

ADJUSTMENT="W"

STS_ACTIVITY="NS0020" STS_INSTITUTION="1" STS_BASE_YEAR="2000"
COLLECTION="A" AVAILABILITY="A" TIME_FORMAT="P1M">
<sts_c:Obs
TIME_PERIOD="2005-01"
OBS_STATUS="A" OBS_CONF="F"/>

OBS_VALUE="111.11"

<sts_c:Obs
TIME_PERIOD="2005-02"
OBS_STATUS="A" OBS_CONF="F"/>

OBS_VALUE="222.22"

<sts_c:Obs
TIME_PERIOD="2005-03"
OBS_STATUS="A" OBS_CONF="F"/>

OBS_VALUE="333.33"

<sts_c:Obs
TIME_PERIOD="2005-04"
OBS_STATUS="A" OBS_CONF="F"/>

OBS_VALUE="444.44"

<sts_c:Obs
TIME_PERIOD="2005-05"
OBS_STATUS="A" OBS_CONF="F"/>

OBS_VALUE="555.55"

<sts_c:Obs
TIME_PERIOD="2005-06"
OBS_STATUS="A" OBS_CONF="F"/>

OBS_VALUE="666.66"

<sts_c:Obs
TIME_PERIOD="2005-07"
OBS_STATUS="A" OBS_CONF="F"/>

OBS_VALUE="777.77"

<sts_c:Obs
TIME_PERIOD="2005-08"
OBS_STATUS="A" OBS_CONF="F"/>

OBS_VALUE="888.88"

<sts_c:Obs TIME_PERIOD="2005-09" OBS_VALUE="99.99" OBS_STATUS="A"
OBS_CONF="F"/>
<sts_c:Obs
TIME_PERIOD="2005-10"
OBS_STATUS="A" OBS_CONF="F"/>

OBS_VALUE="123.45"

<sts_c:Obs
TIME_PERIOD="2005-11"
OBS_STATUS="A" OBS_CONF="F"/>

OBS_VALUE="212.21"

<sts_c:Obs
TIME_PERIOD="2005-12"
OBS_STATUS="A" OBS_CONF="F"/>

OBS_VALUE="234.56"

</sts_c:Series>
</sts_c:DataSet>

</CompactData>
Figure 12 – Dataset in Compact Format

Compact DataSet is one of the formats that its syntax is DSD specific.
In the namespace declarations of this message, a DSD specific XSD should be
included in order to enable syntactical validation of the message. This XSD file can
be
downloaded
from
Eurostat’s
SDMX
Registry
(https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/sdmxregistry).
The layout of the Compact format is somehow different than that of the Generic in
the sense that it does not incorporate the same nesting. In the compact format,
Groups are reported in the same level as the Series. So, under the <DataSet>
element (which now has a different prefix – i.e. sts_c:) the elements <Series> and
<SiblingGroup> exist. The <Series> element is common to any Compact message
(i.e. of any DSD), but the <SiblingGroup> element is specific to the STS DSD. This
element is named after the ‘id’ of the Group defined within STS.
Moreover, the XML attributes in the <SiblingGroup> element are now also specific to
the STS DSD. Their names are now the ‘id’s of the SDMX Dimensions and Attributes.
The values of these XML attributes are the values of the SDMX Components, thus
forming the GroupKey and the SDMX Attributes attached at this Group.
Similarly, in the <Series> element all SDMX Dimensions forming the Key of the
Series and all SDMX Attributes attached at the Series level are included as XML
attributes.
Finally, all observations are represented by the <Obs> elements under the <Series>
element. Within the <Obs> element, Time, Observations and observation level
attached Attributes are included as XML attributes.
The Compact SDMX message is capable of conveying data at a much smaller size
than the equivalent Generic SDMX message. Thus, it is preferred for data
transmissions over the Generic. It is evident that the message does not reveal the
context of the concepts reported. For example, by just looking at this message a
human actor cannot determine which of the XML attributes included in the <Series>
element represent SDMX Dimensions and which represent SDMX Attributes.
Moreover, the XSD produced from the corresponding DSD (i.e. STS) allows for syntax
validation of elements, attributes as well as attribute values. Thus, a stronger
validation is provided. Finally, the Compact format allows for partial sending of
DataSets.
2.3.1.3 Utility
<UtilityData
xmlns="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/message"

…

xmlns:sts_u="urn:sdmx:org.sdmx.infomodel.keyfamily.KeyFamily=ESTAT:STS:utilit
y"
xmlns:utility="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/utility"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/mes
sage SDMXMessage.xsd
urn:sdmx:org.sdmx.infomodel.keyfamily.KeyFamily=ESTAT:STS:utility
ESTAT_STS_Utility.xsd">
<Header>…</Header>
<sts_u:DataSet>
<sts_u:SiblingGroup UNIT="PC" UNIT_MULT="0" DECIMALS="2"
TITLE_COMPL="Elements of the full national etc.">
<sts_u:Series COLLECTION="A" AVAILABILITY="A" TIME_FORMAT="P1M">
<sts_u:Key>
<sts_u:FREQ>M</sts_u:FREQ>
<sts_u:REF_AREA>GR</sts_u:REF_AREA>
<sts_u:ADJUSTMENT>W</sts_u:ADJUSTMENT>
<sts_u:STS_INDICATOR>PROD</sts_u:STS_INDICATOR>
<sts_u:STS_ACTIVITY>NS0020</sts_u:STS_ACTIVITY>
<sts_u:STS_INSTITUTION>1</sts_u:STS_INSTITUTION>
<sts_u:STS_BASE_YEAR>2000</sts_u:STS_BASE_YEAR>
</sts_u:Key>
<sts_u:Obs OBS_CONF="F" OBS_STATUS="A">
<sts_u:TIME_PERIOD>2005-01</sts_u:TIME_PERIOD>
<sts_u:OBS_VALUE>111.11</sts_u:OBS_VALUE>
</sts_u:Obs>
<sts_u:Obs OBS_CONF="F" OBS_STATUS="A">
<sts_u:TIME_PERIOD>2005-02</sts_u:TIME_PERIOD>
<sts_u:OBS_VALUE>222.22</sts_u:OBS_VALUE>
</sts_u:Obs>
<sts_u:Obs OBS_CONF="F" OBS_STATUS="A">
<sts_u:TIME_PERIOD>2005-03</sts_u:TIME_PERIOD>
<sts_u:OBS_VALUE>333.33</sts_u:OBS_VALUE>
…

Figure 13 – Dataset in Utility Format

The Utility SDMX format is a special purpose representation. It is also DSD specific as
the Compact format.
In the namespace declarations of this message, a DSD specific XSD should be
included in order to enable syntactical validation of the message. This XSD file can
be
downloaded
from
Eurostat’s
SDMX
Registry
(https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/sdmxregistry).
The layout of the Utility format resembles more of the Generic format, since it adopts
its nesting. So, four levels are also apparent in the Utility format. Specifically, the
following elements can be found:
-

<DataSet>: the top level element that includes <SiblingGroup> elements. It
may also include XML attributes to represent SDMX Attributes attached at the
DataSet level (not the case in the sample).

-

<SiblingGroup>: a DSD specific element named after the ‘id’ of the Group
defined in the DSD. The XML attributes included in this element represent
only the SDMX Attributes attached at this Group, in contrary to the Compact
format that included also SDMX Dimensions.

-

<Series>: this element is not DSD specific but it has DSD specific XML
attributes representing SDMX Attributes attached at Series level. Moreover, it
includes the <Key> element o describe the Key (i.e. the values of the
Dimensions) and the <Obs> elements representing the observations.

-

<Key>: this element includes DSD specific elements based on the SDMX
Dimensions. The fact that the names of the elements are given specific
names, enables the message to validate the order of the Key using the DSD
specific XSD.

-

<Obs>: includes XML attributes for SDMX Attributes attached at the
observation level. It also includes DSD specific elements for reporting Time
and Observation value.

The purpose of this message type is to enforce stricter validation using the DSD
specific XSD. It is neither so small in size as the Compact nor so self explanatory as
the Generic. For example, a human actor cannot directly identify the GroupKey, since
it can be found by looking at the DSDs Group Definition and the values of the
included Key.
2.3.1.4 Cross-Sectional
<demo:DataSet REV_NUM="1" TAB_NUM="RQFI05V1">
<demo:Group COUNTRY="FI" FREQ="A" TIME="2005" TIME_FORMAT="P1Y">
<demo:Section DECI="0" UNIT="PERS" UNIT_MULT="0">
<demo:ADJT OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="F" value="35"/>
<demo:DEATHST OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="F" value="23871"/>
<demo:LBIRTHST OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="F" value="28345"/>
<demo:NETMT OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="F" value="4187"/>

<demo:PJAN1T OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="F" value="2683230"/>
<demo:PJANT OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="F" value="2674534"/>
<demo:ADJT OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="M" value="131"/>
<demo:DEATHST OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="M" value="24057"/>
<demo:LBIRTHST OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="M" value="29400"/>
<demo:NETMT OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="M" value="4799"/>
<demo:PJAN1T OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="M" value="2572350"/>
<demo:PJANT OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="M" value="2562077"/>
<demo:ADJT OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="T" value="166"/>
<demo:DEATHST OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="T" value="47928"/>
<demo:LBIRTHST OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="T" value="57745"/>
<demo:NETMT OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="T" value="8986"/>
<demo:PJAN1T OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="T" value="5255580"/>
<demo:PJANT OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="T" value="5236611"/>
</demo:Section>
<demo:Section DECI="0" UNIT="PURE_NUMB" UNIT_MULT="0">
<demo:DIV OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="T" value="13383"/>
<demo:MAR OBS_STATUS="P" SEX="T" value="29283"/>
</demo:Section>
<demo:Section DECI="3" UNIT="PURE_NUMB" UNIT_MULT="0">
<demo:TFRNSI SEX="T" value="1800"/>
</demo:Section>
</demo:Group>
</demo:DataSet>
Figure 14 – Dataset in Cross-Sectional Format

The Cross-Sectional format is the only one capable of expressing non-time series
DSDs. In case a TimeDimension is defined in the DSD, the Cross-Sectional measure
is equivalent to the rest of the formats.
In the namespace declarations of this message, a DSD specific XSD should be
included in order to enable syntactical validation of the message. This XSD file can
be
downloaded
from
Eurostat’s
SDMX
Registry
(https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/sdmxregistry).

The layout of the Cross-Sectional type adopts the nesting used in the Generic format
but expressing SDMX Artefacts like the Compact format. A major difference in this
format is that the elements have different semantic than the previous formats.
Although four levels are also defined in this format, only the <DataSet> element is
used in the same way. The <Group> element is independent of the Groups included
in the DSD. The <Section> element is different from the <Series> element in the
sense that it does not include a time-series but a vertical slice across a time-series.
Finally, the observation values are now included in DSD specific elements that
correspond to the CrossSectionalMeasures defined in the DSD.
The SDMX Dimensions and Attributes can be attached at any of the four
aforementioned levels as defined in the DSD. Moreover, in the DSD more than one
possible levels can be defined per SDMX Component. Of course, only one instance of
each SDMX Component should exist in each combination of the four “level” elements.
Apart from the capability of reporting data without Time, the Cross-Sectional format
is also a useful message for reporting more than one measure at a single DataSet.
Thus, in some cases the produced file is even smaller in size than the equivalent
Compact message.
2.3.2

Conversion between types

As already mentioned, the four SDMX formats are equivalent in terms of conveying
data with their corresponding attributes. Thus, conversions between any of these
formats are possible since the information stored is based on the same information
model (i.e. the SDMX-IM).
Of course, an exception to this is when a DSD does not include a TimeDimension. In
that case, the only way to express data is using the Cross-Sectional format.
Conversion between the four SDMX-ML formats can be realized either using XSL
transformations or programmatically. The second approach is useful due to its
expandability to other formats. For example, a user would be able to create SDMX-Ml
files from any old dataset type as a GESMES/TS or a CSV. Some restrictions, of
course, apply per case, since the information that can be conveyed by these formats
is poorer than that of the SDMX-Ml formats.
2.3.2.1 SDMX Converter
The SDMX Converter has been developed in the context of the SODI project.
It is a Java tool that allows converting from/to various dataset types based on SDMXML DSDs.
The allowed types between which the Converter is capable of converting are:
•

SDMX-ML formats (in order to go from/to Cross-Sectional type the DSD
should contain Cross-Sectional information and TimeDimension)

•

GESMES/TS (aka SDMX-EDI) (not capable of converting from/to SDMX-ML
Cross-Sectional format)

•

GESMES/2.1 and GESMES/DSIS

•

CSV, FLR (supports mapping mechanism and parametric delimiter for CSV.
Converting to CSV/FLR from other formats may result in loss of attributes
attached at a higher level than observation.)

2.4

Evaluation

1. What kind of formatting does SDMX-ML use?
a)

EDIFACT

b)

XML

c)

Unstructured text

2. Which of the following SDMX-ML formats are more suitable for data transmission?
a)

Generic

b)

Utility

c)

Cross-Sectional

d)

Compact

3. What must a DSD have in order to be able to convert from a Cross-Sectional
format to other SDMX-ML formats?
a)

Attributes

b)

PrimaryMeasure

c)

TimeDimension

d)

Cross-Sectional Measures

3

Introduction to Eclipse/Java

3.1

Programming using Java

Java is an object-oriented language. Programming in Java allows creating modular
programs and reusable code that are “write-once-run-anywhere”.
One of the most compelling reasons to move to Java is its platform independence.
Java runs on most major hardware and software platforms, including Windows 95
and NT, Macintosh, and several varieties of UNIX. Java applets are supported by all
Java-compatible browsers. By moving existing software to Java, you are able to
make it instantly compatible with these software platforms. JAVA programs become
more portable. Any hardware and operating system dependencies are removed.
-

An interpreter is needed in order to run Java programs (called Java Runtime
Environment or JRE). The programs are compiled into Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) code called bytecode. The bytecode is machine-independent and is able
to run on any machine that has a JRE. In the traditional compiled languages,
a compiler will translate a high-level language program to machine code and
the code is able to only run on the native machine. If the program is run on
other machines, the program has to be recompiled on the native machine.
With Java, the program need only be compiled once, and the bytecode
generated by the Java compiler can run on any platform.

-

Java is one of the first programming languages to consider security as part of
its design. The Java language, compiler, interpreter, and runtime environment
were each developed with security in mind.

-

Java puts a lot of emphasis on early checking for possible errors, as Java
compilers are able to detect many problems that would first show up during
execution time in other languages.

Multithreaded is the capability for a program to perform several tasks simultaneously
within a program. In Java, multithreaded programming has been smoothly
integrated into it, while in other languages, operating system-specific procedures
have to be called in order to enable multithreading. Multithreading is a necessity in
GUI and network programming.
3.2

The Eclipse IDE

In addition to being a great free open source Java IDE, the most important feature of
Eclipse — which accounts for much of its success — is its open extensibility
architecture. Most Eclipse features can be extended or are accepting contributions
from plug-ins. In fact, many Eclipse features use the same extensibility architecture
that is available for the general public.
The business-friendly open source license Eclipse uses encourages the development
of commercial and open source plug-ins. No wonder more than 800 plug-ins are
listed on the official plug-in marketplace at Eclipse Plug-in Central.
In addition to plug-ins, which integrate into an existing Eclipse installation, some
companies have built full-featured IDEs on top of Eclipse, including
-

all IBM® Rational® tools,

-

CodeGear JBuilder 2007, and

-

Genuitec MyEclipse

Typically, these products offer tools for modelling, Web development, and GUI
design.
3.2.1

Workspace

Automatic build is a great way to quickly discover compilation errors that affect other
files. Many operations, such as Java search, rely on these build results.
Customized builds: Eclipse can run stand-alone programs and Ant build scripts. For
example, you can use an Ant script to build and deploy a Java Archive (JAR) file
containing the project's classes whenever a project is rebuilt. An editor for Ant's
build.xml files is included.
Launch configurations: (For Java programs, the main class name and the commandline arguments are such parameters)
3.2.2

Views

Navigator View: you can open files for editing or select resources for operations such
as exporting
Outline View: The contents of the Outline view AND the contents of the toolbar are
editor specific.
3.2.3

Perspectives

A perspective is a saved layout containing any number of different editors and views.
Eclipse ships with a number of default perspectives (Resource, Java, Debug, etc.)
that can be customized, or you can create completely new perspectives. Perspectives
are managed using items from the “Window” menu or the perspective toolbar.
Each Workbench window contains one or more perspectives. Within the window, each
perspective shares the same set of editors.
Perspectives control what appears in certain menus and toolbars. They define visible
action sets, which you can change to customize a perspective. You can save a
perspective that you build in this manner, making your own custom perspective that
you can open again later.
As you work in the Workbench, you will probably switch perspectives frequently.
4

Designing Software to manage SDMX-ML

4.1

XML parsing and writing

Throughout this part of the presentation, the technologies and solutions utilized for
developing SDMX compliant software and tools are presented. More specifically, the
following fields will be covered:
•

XML parsing methods in Java: since different parsing methods are
currently available, a short overview is presented.

4.1.1

•

The XML parsing methods used in developing SDMX software are
illustrated specifically for parsing SDMX-ML messages. Depending on the
message type, different XML parsing methods have been used.

•

The actual solutions used in developing Eurostat’s SDMX tools are going to
be detailed.

•

The ultimate target that derives from using the above parsing methods to
map SDMX-ML messages to the SDMX model in java is to build a single
SDMX-ML API that could be reused by any SDMX developer.

XML Data Binding

XML data binding refers to the process of representing the information in an XML
document as an object in computer memory. This allows applications to access the
data in the XML from the object rather than using the DOM or SAX to retrieve the
data from a direct representation of the XML itself.
There are currently a number of interesting tools available that have this
functionality. The problem is that with so many choices, and the technology being
relatively new, it's hard for a prospective user to choose the most beneficial tool. The
functionality and level of adherence to the WXS standard becomes very important in
considering which tool to choose.
What use is saving resources in the development of an application if the chosen tool
ultimately is unable to support the features used in the schemas or if it cannot
produce valid output? In that case the handy tool has become an unexpected
bottleneck that can be hard to pass.
The SDMX-ML set of XSDs is to complicated to be mapped automatically (via
XMLBeans) to Java classes. Moreover, some features of the SDMX-IM are not
apparent in the SDMX-ML implementation. This is why a custom SDMX data-model
has been built and the binding has been performed in “manual” way.
In the context of developing SDMX tools for Eurostat, a custom Data Binding process
has been adopted. (Already used in SDMX Converter and DSW)
This has been initially driven from the fact that certain features of the SDMX-IM are
not apparent in the SDMX-ML implementation. Thus, a custom SDMX data-model has
been built using Java beans taking into account the specificities of the SDMX-IM.
Following this approach, the data-model is rendered independent of the specific
SDMX-ML implementation, thus changes on elements and attributes do not directly
affect the model.
The Readers/Writers of the SDMX-ML messages have been based on the java beans
of the data-model. Any changes to the SDMX-ML implementation are taken into
account in reader/writers leaving the data-model intact. The implementation of
readers/writers adopts many different parsers depending on the message type (as
regards the possible size). Thus, SAX and DOM parsers have been used, but also
higher level parsers (that use SAX/DOM underneath) have been also used in some
cases (JDOM and Digester).
4.1.2

DOM Interface

The DOM interface is perhaps the easiest to understand. It parses an entire XML
document and constructs a complete in-memory representation of the document

using the classes modeling the concepts found in the Document Object Model(DOM)
Level 2 Core Specification.The DOM parser is called a “DocumentBuilder”, as it builds
an in-memory Document representation.
The “DocumentBuilder” is created by the javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory.
The “DocumentBuilder” creates an org.w3c.dom.Document instance, which is a tree
structure containing nodes in the XML Document. Each tree node in the structure
implements the org.w3c.dom.Node interface. There are many different types of tree
nodes, representing the type of data found in an XML document.
The most important node types are:
•

Element nodes which may have attributes.

•

Text nodes representing the text found between the start and end tags of
a document element.

Refer to the Javadoc documentation of the Java package org.w3c.dom for a complete
list of node types.
4.1.3

SAX Interface

The SAX parser is called the SAXParser and is created by the
javax.xml.parsers.SAXParserFactory. Unlike the DOM parser, the SAX parser does
not create an in-memory representation of the XML document and so is faster and
uses less memory. Instead, the SAX parser informs clients of the XML document
structure by invoking callbacks, that is, by invoking methods on a
org.xml.sax.helpers.DefaultHandler
instance
provided
to
the
parser.The
DefaultHandler class implements the ContentHandler, the ErrorHandler, the
DTDHandler, and the EntityResolver interfaces. Most clients will be interested in
methods defined in the ContentHandler interface which are called when the SAX
parser encounters the corresponding elements in the XML document.
The most important methods in this interface are:
•

startDocument() and endDocument() methods that are called at the start
and end of an XML document.

•

startElement() and endElement() methods that are called at the start and
end of a document element.

•

characters() method that is called with the text data contents contained
between the start and end tags of an XML document element.

Clients provide a subclass of the DefaultHandler that overrides these methods and
processes the data. This may involve storing the data into a database or writing it
out to a stream.
4.1.4

StAX Interface

Streaming API for XML (StAX) is an application programming interface (API) to read
and write XML documents in the Java programming language.
Traditionally, XML APIs are either:

•

Tree based - the entire document is read into memory as a tree structure for
random access by the calling application

•

Event based - the application registers to receive events as entities are
encountered within the source document.

Both have advantages; the former (for example, DOM) allows for random access to
the document, the latter (e.g. SAX) requires a small memory footprint and is
typically much faster.
These two access metaphors can be thought of as polar opposites. A tree based API
allows unlimited, random, access and manipulation, while an event based API is a
'one shot' pass through the source document.
StAX was designed as a median between these two opposites. In the StAX metaphor,
the programmatic entry point is a cursor that represents a point within the
document. The application moves the cursor forward - 'pulling' the information from
the parser as it needs. This is different from an event based API - such as SAX which 'pushes' data to the application - requiring the application to maintain state
between events as necessary to keep track of location within the document.
StAX has its roots in a number of incompatible pull APIs for XML, most notably
XMLPULL, the authors of which (Stefan Haustein and Aleksander Slominski)
collaborated
with,
amongst
others BEA
Systems, Oracle, Sun, Breeze
Factor and James Clark.
4.1.5

XML Beans

XMLBeans is a Java-to-XML binding framework which is part of the Apache Software
Foundation XML project. XMLBeans uses XML Schema files (XSDs) in order to map
XML messages to Java classes. Thus, it builds its own data-model based on the XSDs
provided. Using XMLBeans hides a lot of complexity and automates many of the
tasks that would otherwise require user intervention.
XMLBeans provides several ways to get at the XML, including:
•

Through XML schema that has been compiled to generate Java types that
represent schema types. In this way, you can access instances of the schema
through JavaBeans-style accessors after the fashion of "getFoo" and "setFoo".

•

The XMLBeans API also allows you to reflect into the XML schema itself
through an XML Schema Object model.

•

A cursor model through which you can traverse the full XML infoset.

•

Support for XML DOM.

4.1.6

Digester

The Digester component was designed to provide a common implementation of
parsing XML files.
Basically, the Digester package lets you configure an XML -> Java object mapping
module, which triggers certain actions called rules whenever a particular pattern of
nested XML elements is recognized. A rich set of predefined rules is available for your
use, or you can also create your own.

Advanced features of Digester include:
•

Ability to plug in your own pattern matching engine, if the standard one is
not sufficient for your requirements.

•

Optional namespace-aware processing, so that you can define rules that
are relevant only to a particular XML namespace.

•

Encapsulation of Rules into RuleSets that can be easily and conveniently
reused in more than one application that requires the same type of
processing.

The simplicity of using the Digester comes at the cost of processing power. Thus the
Digester is ideal for relatively small XML files. This is why the Digester is used in
structure SDMX-ML messages, rather than Datasets or Reference Metadatasets.
4.1.7

JDOM

JDOM is an open source Java-based document object model for XML that was
designed specifically for the Java platform so that it can take advantage of its
language features. JDOM integrates with Document Object Model (DOM) and Simple
API for XML (SAX), supports XPath and XSLT. It uses external parsers to build
documents. JDOM was developed by Jason Hunter and Brett McLaughlin starting in
March 2000. It has been part of the Java Community Process as JSR 102, though
that effort has since been abandoned. The name JDOM is a pseudo-acronym for Java
Document Object Model.
4.1.8

JAXP

The Java API for XML Processing, or JAXP (pronounced jaks-p), is one of the Java
XML programming APIs.
Its purpose is to facilitate XML usage/processing in Java. Thus, XML parsing and
validation are its main functionality.
There is the possibility of plugging in different implementation of this API offered
from other vendors (Factory classes).
By default the Java Runtime Environment comes with an implementation of the API
since 1.4
The main parsing interfaces used by JAXP are:
•

DOM – Document Object Model parsing interface

•

SAX – Simple API for XML parsing interface

•

StAX - Streaming API for XML interface (added in JDK 6; separate jar
available for JDK 5) – not used in ESTAT tools

In addition to the parsing interfaces, the API provides an XSLT interface to provide
data and structural transformations on an XML document.
The XML Stylesheet Language for Transformations, or XSLT, allows for conversion of
an XML document into other forms of data. JAXP provides interfaces in
package javax.xml.transformallowing applications to invoke an XSLT transformation.
This interface was originally called TrAX (Transformation API for XML), and was

developed by an informal collaboration between the developers of a number of Java
XSLT processors.
Main features of the interface are:
•

A factory class allowing the application to select dynamically which XSLT
processor it wishes to use

•

Methods on the factory class to create a Templates object, representing the
compiled form of a stylesheet. This is a thread-safe object that can be used
repeatedly, in series or in parallel, to apply the same stylesheet to multiple
source documents (or to the same source document with different
parameters)

•

A method on the Templates objects to create a Transformer, representing the
executable form of a stylesheet. This cannot be shared across threads, though
it is serially reusable. The Transformer provides methods to set style sheet
parameters and serialization options (for example, whether output should be
indented), and a method to actually run the transformation.

Two abstract interfaces Source and Result are defined to represent the input and
output of the transformation. This is a somewhat unconventional use of Java
interfaces, since there is no expectation that a processor will accept any class that
implements the interface - each processor can choose which kinds of Source or
Result it is prepared to handle. In practice all JAXP processors support the three
standard kinds of Source (DOMSource, SAXSource, StreamSource) and the three
standard kinds of Result (DOMResult, SAXResult, StreamResult) and possibly other
implementations of their own.
4.2

The need for an SDMX-ML API

Since, many different tools have been developed in the context of SDMX for Eurostat
and possibly other organizations are involved in SDMX development activities, it
would be useful to have a common SDMX-ML API for managing SDMX information in
Java.
Currently, only within Eurostat’s implementations, variant Java version
implementations exist. Thus, a harmonization is essential before moving towards a
common API. Moreover, this API may be populated with useful methods that would
perform common tasks confronted in SDMX development.
The final step in order to have a complete SDMX-ML API is to implement possible
readers and writers from/to SDMX-ML messages to/from the SDMX-ML model. In
some cases (i.e. Datasets) where large messages may be handled, stream-lining
should be used to make the API more efficient.
The optimal goal would be to publish this SDMX-ML API as open source software in
order to be used and maintained by any potential SDMX Java user.
4.3

Evaluation

1. When is it recommended to use SAX parsing?
a)

Configuration files

b)

Large Datafiles

c)

Metadata files

2. What is the disadvantage of DOM?
a)

Few implementations in some platforms

b)

Data parsed are not navigable

c)

All data are loaded into memory

3. Why XML data binding wasn’t preferred for implementing SDMX-API (i.e. custom
classes)?

5
5.1

a)

XML data binding generates classes that are not in line with the SDMX-IM

b)

XML data binding has slow performance.

c)

Immature implementations

SDMX Web Services
Introduction to Web Services

This part aims in making a short introduction on the Web Services. It will be
presented the purpose of the Web services establishment. The basic protocols used
will be described.

After that the scope of the Web Services in the context of the SDMX-ML standard will
be analyzed. Finally some case studies of Web Service in real environments are
presented. It illustrates how these were implemented depending in the business logic
exposing.
According to the W3C the Web Services aim in providing interoperability between
applications that run into two different machines over the network. The machines
can have different platforms and application built with different programming
language.
There are two kinds of Web Services that fulfill W3C definition, Web services using
SOAP and RESTful Web Services.
RESTful Web Services adopt the REST (REpresentation State Transfer) principles.
Application state and functionality are abstracted into resources. Every resource is
uniquely addressable using a universal syntax for use in hypermedia links. All
resources share a uniform interface for the transfer of state between client and
resource. The interface is consisted of a constrained set of well-defined operations
and a constrained set of content types. HTTP is used for this purpose. A URL
identifies a resource and HTTP methods for operations.

However the RESTful WebServices even if promising performance, ability to create
services and clients with less dependency on software vendors and other, it is not
popular in the industry. For the context of SDMX Web Services we have chosen SOAP
web services since it has very well defined protocol, its W3C standard, it operates
over HTTP, provides native XML support.
Also there are a lot of SOAP frameworks for all development platforms Java, .NET,
C/C++, Perl and much more.
A SOAP request or response is consisted by the Envelop that contains a Header and
Body. These are XML elements, thus a SOAP message is a pure XML message on top
of HTTP. The SOAP Header contains header information about the request (e.g.
authentication credentials) that could be used by mediators to handle/route the
requests. The SOAP Body contains the payload which is the actual information to be
passed to the business logic of the web service to process it.
Besides SOAP there is a standard way for describing an existing published service.
This is the WSDL (Web Services Descriptor Language). It is an XML message where a
service consumer can find information on the endpoint the service resides, exposed
operations and information to be passed as XML so as consumer to be able to create
requests and read responses of a service.
Just the WSDL is needed for building the a client for the WS. Most of the SOAP
frameworks have utilities that can dynamically can generate classes for a creating a
client for the service.
There are two service styles the RPC (Remote Procedure Call) and Message
(document based).
5.1.1

RPC Document Style

The RPC style stands for Remote Procedure Call and as it it’s name reveals it allows
existing applications to expose to the network as a Web Service existing methods.
This will allow a remote client from a different platform implemented in a different
programming language to access the functionality of this method and get the
returned data. Initially that’s was the primary goal of the Web Services with SOAP.
In the SOAP protocol in the Body element all operation and data structures in the
arguments are mapped to XML elements to hold input and output data for the
request and response message respectively.

Figure 15 – RPC Document Style

If we enumerate over the steps that take place for a complete RPC SOAP call, first
the client calls its native method for calling the Web Service and passing the
arguments into native objects/data structures. Then, a stub is generated by the
SOAP toolkit for the client that maps the method and objects in XML elements. Then
a serialiser puts the whole request in a stream that will be transmitted over the
“wire” (i.e. HTTP). The service receives the request from the network deserialises the
SOAP request in to XML elements. These are mapped to service native objects and
passed to the native method call of the service by the auto generate service stub.
When the method call of the service completes the processing the returned data
follow exactly the reverse work flow from the request. At the end the caller get the
results in native objects.
This is a sample RPC style SOAP request for calling a method.
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<soap:Body>
<getProductDetails xmlns="http://warehouse.example.com/ws">
<productID>827635</productID>
</getProductDetails>
</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
Figure 16 – RPC style SPAO request

E.g. a simplified service class in Java might be:
Public class DetailsRetreiver {
Public ProductDetails getProductDetails(int productID) {
// logic goes here
return productDetails;
}
}
Figure 17 – Service Class in JAVA for RPC SOAP Messages

5.1.2

Message Document Style

The Message style came to cover a different need than the call to remote object
methods. The XML has been widespread and at the moment most popular way of
represent data since the first appearance of the SOAP that initially targeted the
remote procedure call.
Over the years most systems represent their data in XML and have clear interfaces in
XML. Thus when an application receives an XML message knows directly how to
handle since it is self-descriptive.

Figure 18 - Message Document Style

For this purpose the message style has been adopted where the caller and receiver
have XML interfaces and they can read/write the XML message envisioned by the
interface. Thus the caller having prepared the XML just places the XML inside the

SOAP Body (depending on what is envisioned by the WSDL). Since the XSD of the
request/response XML message is defined it is imported in the WSDL in order to
place it inside the SOAP Body.
In the request you can see that in the Body you can find only the application specific
XML message.
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<soap:Body>
<AppXmlDoc>
…
</AppXmlDoc>
</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
Figure 19 – Message Document style request

5.1.3

WSDL (Web Service Descriptor Language)

WSDL (Web Services Descriptor Language) is a XML language for fully describing
Web Services. A consumer of the service in order to built the client the thing that has
to do is to read the WSDL and see the exact interface of the service i.e. operations
available and XML arguments needed to create requests and read responses of the
service.
In brief the WSDL defines service endpoints (or ports). These are bind to the
underlying protocol for transmission (most times HTTP is used). Also it defines for
each port defines the available operations which are mapped to specific
request/response messages. The messages use types from the type definition section
of the WSDL (XML elements contained in the messages).
Most SOAP toolkits offer utilities that dynamically create stubs needed for calling a
Web Service given its WSDL.
5.1.4

Restful

What is a REST Web Service
The acronym REST stands for Representational State Transfer, this basically means
that each unique URL is a representation of some object. You can get the contents of
that object using an HTTP GET, to delete it, you then might use a POST, PUT, or
DELETE to modify the object (in practice most of the services use a POST for this).
REST vs SOAP
REST is the trendy way to create a web service. The main advantages of REST web
services are:
•

Lightweight - not a lot of extra xml markup

•

Human Readable Results

•

Easy to build - no toolkits required

SOAP also has some advantages:
•

Easy to consume - sometimes

•

Rigid - type checking, adheres to a contract

•

Development tools

5.2

SDMX Web Services

5.2.1

Messaging – SDMX Guideline

Apparently when
appropriate style
by themselves
recommended by

it comes for using Web services in the SDMX context the most
is the Message style since the XML interfaces are well defined and
indicate the required processing. The messaging style is
the SDMX standard guidelines for Web services.

An example of such a message is the RegistryInterface used by the SDMX Registry
where the operation to be performed is defined in the message (e.g. Query, Insert,
Update, Delete). Thus no operation is needed to be defined in the Web Service
interface
Another example is a Web Service accepting SDMX Queries for data. However in this
case it would be nice to define some operations that directly encapsulate the SDMXML message so as to get specific response.
As indicate by the guidelines a getCompactData(query) could be defined so as to get
SDMX-ML compact dataset as result.
Other operations could be created for creating different SDMX-ML formats i.e.
Generic, Utility, Cross-sectional.
Moreover it could be useful the service to define the operations that executes the
SDMX-ML Query and just returns the count of the records to be return. This will
handful for clients that want to avoid retrieving large datasets over the network.
5.2.2

Sample SDMX Queries

Example of a request for a Web Service accepting SDMX-ML Queries:
<soapenv:Envelope >
<soapenv:Body>
<QueryMessage>
….
<DataWhere>
….
</DataWhere>

</QueryMessage>
</soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>
Figure 20 – SDMX Query Message

5.2.3

Implementation

There are toolkits for most of the programming languages and platforms e.g. Java,
.NET, C/C++, Perl and much more.
Most toolkits allow the automatic generation of clients given a WSDL. Also given a
class method interface can create a Web service, thus hiding complexity of the SOAP
protocol from the programmer.
In the context of SDMX projects the Apache Axis was used since the development
was performed with Java. An advantage of Axis is that it can be deployed in every
J2EE compliant application server. Also it supports messaging style web services that
are a key point in implementing SDMX Web services. It provides great flexibility to
the programmer. Finally it is open source.

5.3

Evaluation

1. Which is the primary goal of Web Services?
a)

Enforce interoperability

b)

Improve performance

c)

Enhance security

d)

Facilitate data representation with XML

2. Which is the most popular type of Web Services?
a)

RESTful Web Services

b)

SOAP Web Services

c)

Other

3. What is the common protocol that SOAP operates above?
a)

SMTP

b)

HTTP(s)

c)

FTP

d)

TCP/IP

4. What is needed in order to built a client for a published Web Service?
a)

Method signature

b)

WSDL

c)

End point of the service

d)

Service style

5. Which of the following services is better to be implemented as message style?
a)

Existing business logic from legacy system with predefined API

b)

System that has XML interface

c)

Procedure that has arguments of various types

d)

None of the above

6. Which of the following is true for SDMX-ML and Web service?
a)

It is recommended to use message style for SDMX Web services.

b)

There are not guidelines for Web services in the SDMX standard.

c)

Web services for SDMX-ML can be built only with Java and .NET

d)

6

It is recommended for National organisations to expose statistical data with
SDMX Web services

SDMX Web Services - Annex

6.1

SDMX Registry

6.1.1

WSDL

The standard way of describing a Web Service is by means of a WSDL document. The
WSDL document is intended as well for humans but mostly for other
systems/machines that need a standard way for understanding what a Web Service
is all about. For a system, the WSDL document is all that it should know about a Web
Service, since it can resolve what kind of messages are expected by the WS, as well
as what kind of messages are the potential responses from the WS.

The purpose of this document is not to go through the WSDL in detail, rather to
highlight the important aspects of it and that would assist a potential client accessing
it successfully.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<wsdl:definitions xmlns:sdmxrr="http://www.aglis-sa.com/sdmxrr"
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:tns="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/message"
xmlns:sec="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/SDMXSecurity
Message"
targetNamespace="http://www.aglis-sa.com/sdmxrr">
<!-- Types -->
<wsdl:types>
<!-- Header Schema -->
<xsd:schema elementFormDefault="qualified"
targetNamespace="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/
SDMXSecurityM
essage">
<xsd:element name="securityHeader">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="username" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="password" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="domain" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:schema>
<!-- Body Schema -->
<xsd:schema targetNamespace="http://www.aglis-sa.com/sdmxrr">
<xsd:import
namespace="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/message"

schemaLocation="../xsd/SDMXMessage.xsd"/>
</xsd:schema>
<!-- Fault Schema -->
<xsd:schema
targetNamespace="http://www.aglis-sa.com/sdmxrr"
elementFormDefault="qualified">
<xsd:element name="composite">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="code" type="xsd:integer"/>
<xsd:element name="titles">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="title" maxOccurs="3">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:simpleContent>
<xsd:extension base="xsd:string">
<xsd:attribute

default="en"/>

name="lang"

</xsd:extension>
</xsd:simpleContent>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name="source" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:schema>

type="xsd:language"

</wsdl:types>
<!-- Request Message -->
<wsdl:message name="ProcessRiRequest">
<wsdl:part element="sec:securityHeader" name="request_header"/>
<wsdl:part element="tns:RegistryInterface" name="body"/>
</wsdl:message
<!-- Response Message -->
<wsdl:message name="ProcessRiResponse">
<wsdl:part element="tns:RegistryInterface" name="body"/>
</wsdl:message>
<!-- Fault Message -->
<wsdl:message name="ProcessRiFault">
<wsdl:part name="fault" element="sdmxrr:composite"/>
</wsdl:message>
<!-- Port -->
<wsdl:portType name="SdmxRegistryPortType">
<wsdl:operation name="processRi">
<wsdl:input message="sdmxrr:ProcessRiRequest"/>
<wsdl:output message="sdmxrr:ProcessRiResponse"/>
<wsdl:fault
message="sdmxrr:ProcessRiFault"/>

name="processRiFault"

</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:binding
type="sdmxrr:SdmxRegistryPortType">

name="SdmxRegistryBinding"

<soap:binding
transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>
<wsdl:operation name="processRi">
<wsdl:input>
<soap:body parts="body" use="literal"/>

style="document"

<soap:header
part="request_header" use="literal"/>

message="sdmxrr:ProcessRiRequest"

</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap:body parts="body" use="literal"/>
</wsdl:output>
<wsdl:fault name="processRiFault">
<soap:fault name="processRiFault" use="literal"/>
</wsdl:fault>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<!-- Service -->
<wsdl:service name="SdmxRegistryService">
<wsdl:port
binding="sdmxrr:SdmxRegistryBinding">

name="SdmxRegistryPort"

<soap:address
location="http://localhost:8001/sdmxrr/services/SdmxRegistryService"/>
</wsdl:port>
</wsdl:service>
</wsdl:definitions>
Figure 21 – WSDL Registry File

6.1.2

SOAP Message

A typical SOAP message that this WS accepts is the following.
In this message, two major parts can be identified. The SOAP Envelope, which is he
root element of this document, has two child elements; the SOAP Header and the
SOAP Body.
SOAP Header
The SOAP Header includes a custom element (named securityHeader) used for
conveying authentication information in the form of three strings, i.e. a username, a
password and a domain. Due to the fact that this information is too sensitive to be
sent on the clear, it is strongly recommended to enable HTTPS in the server where
the WS is deployed (see the Installation Guide for more details).
SOAP Body

The most important part of this SOAP Envelope is presumably the SOAP Body which,
due to the fact that the WS is a document style implementation, it must include a
Registry Interface SDMX-ML message. In the example above, a simple query for the
stored Key Families can be seen.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope
ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

xmlns:SOAP-

<SOAP-ENV:Header>
<securityHeader
xmlns="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/SDMXSecurityMes
sage">
<username>user1</username>
<password>user1</password>
<domain>circa</domain>
</securityHeader>
</SOAP-ENV:Header>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<RegistryInterface
xmlns="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/message"
xmlns:registry="http://www.SDMX.org/resources/SDMXML/schemas/v2_0/registry"
>
<Header>
<ID>QUERY</ID>
<Test>true</Test>
<Prepared>2009-05-29T12:00:00+02:00</Prepared>
<Sender id="ESTAT"/>
</Header>
<QueryStructureRequest resolveReferences="false" returnDetails="false">
<registry:KeyFamilyRef>
<registry:AgencyID/>
<registry:KeyFamilyID/>
<registry:Version/>
</registry:KeyFamilyRef>

</QueryStructureRequest>
</RegistryInterface>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>
Figure 22 – SOAP Message

Although the WS would respond with a Registry Interface SDMX-ML message on the
occasion of a an incoming request, there is a chance that something goes wrong
before the actual Registry Interface message response is prepared. For example,
connection to the database is not feasible. In such cases, the WS responds with a
SOAP Fault message.
This message is a custom implementation of a SOAP Fault and is duly described in
the WSDL. More specifically, apart from the standard SOAP Fault elements, it
includes as detail a composite element that has a code for the error that occurred,
titles for that error in three different languages (i.e. English, French, German) and a
detailed description of the error.
<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<soapenv:Body>
<soapenv:Fault>
<faultcode>soapenv:Server.generalException</faultcode>
<faultstring>Internal Error</faultstring>
<faultactor>SDMX-WS</faultactor>
<detail>
<composite>
<code>1024</code>
<titles>
<title lang="de">IO Error</title>
<title lang="en">IO Error</title>
<title lang="fr">IO Error</title>
</titles>
<source>Authentication error: service user cannot be
authenticated.</source>
</composite>

</detail>
</soapenv:Fault>
</soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>
Figure 23 – Fault SOAP Message

According to the SDMX v2.0 standard, the messages used for interacting with an
SDMX Registry Web Service follow a request-response pattern. Within the following
paragraphs the support of such messages as well as some restrictions to these are
explained.
SubmitStructureRequest – SubmitStructureResponse
These messages are used in order to submit/replace/delete structural metadata to an
SDMX Registry Web Service. Eurostat’s SDMX Registry Web Service supports the
following structural metadata:
- Codelists (Codes)
- Concept Schemes (Concepts)
- Organisation Schemes (Agencies, Data Providers, Data Consumers)
- Data Structure Definitions (Dimensions, Measures, Groups, Attributes)
- Metadata Structure Definitions (IdentifierComponents, MetadataAttributes)
- Category Schemes (Categories)
- Hierarchical Codelists (Hierarchies)
- Dataflow Definitions
- Metadataflow Definitions

6.2

Evaluation

1. Which is the primary goal of Web Services?
a)

Enforce interoperability

b)

Improve performance

c)

Enhance security

d)

Facilitate data representation with XML

2. Which is the most popular type of Web Services?
a)

RESTful Web Services

b)

SOAP Web Services

c)

Other

3. What is the common protocol that SOAP operates above?
a)

SMTP

b)

HTTP(s)

c)

FTP

d)

TCP/IP

4. What is needed in order to built a client for a published Web Service?
a)

Method signature

b)

WSDL

c)

End point of the service

d)

Service style

5. Which of the following services is better to be implemented as message style?
a)

Existing business logic from legacy system with predefined API

b)

System that has XML interface

c)

Procedure that has arguments of various types

d)

None of the above

6. Which of the following is true for SDMX-ML and Web service?
a)

It is recommended to use message style for SDMX Web services.

b)

There are not guidelines for Web services in the SDMX standard.

c)

Web services for SDMX-ML can be built only with Java and .NET

d)

It is recommended for National organisations to expose statistical data with
SDMX Web services

7

SDMX Registry

The
SDMX
standard,
in
its
5th
document
of
specifications
(http://www.sdmx.org/docs/2_0/SDMX_2_0%20SECTION_05_RegistrySpecification.
pdf), gives details on the interfaces that an SDMX compliant Registry should
implement. Based on these specifications, Eurostat’s SDMX Registry has been
developed and is now deployed in the European Commission’s production
environment (https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/sdmxregistry/).
Eurostat’s SDMX Registry has been developed in order to be used a central repository
for:
•

Structural metadata: Code Lists, Concept Schemes, Data Structure
Definitions, Metadata Structure Definitions, Category Schemes, Organisation
Schemes, Hierarchical Code Lists

•

Provisioning metadata: Data flows, Metadata flows, Provision Agreements

The major interface of Eurostat’s SDMX Registry is a Web Service implementing the
SDMX Registry Interface messages. These are SDMX-ML messages and are specified
within
the
standard
and
by
the
following
XSD:
http://www.sdmx.org/docs/2_0/SDMXRegistry.xsd
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been also implemented in order to enable
human interaction of the World Wide Web.
The user-authentication is realized using CIRCA accounts.
A standalone tool implementing almost all functionality of the SDMX registry is the
DSW (already presented).
7.1

Architecture

This diagram depicts the architecture of Eurostat’s SDMX Registry. Within each
container (UI, Registry Web Service, Repository, CIRCA Server) some key modules
are depicted. This is more of a conceptual description of the Registry.

cmp Component SDMX registry

UI

Registry Web Service

«realize»

GUI

webInterface

Access Rights

Registry Request
Builder

SOAP

Validator

Operator
SOAP

Registry Response
Analyzer

Request/Response
Manager

Access Rights

SOAP

SOAP

JDBC

Repository
CIRCA Server

JDBC

JDBC

SOAP

«database»
User Mapping
Repository

CIRCA LDAP
server

«database»
Provisioning
Metadata
Repository

«database»
Structural
Metadata
Repository

Figure 24 – SDMX Registry Architecte

The CIRCA Server is outside the Registry, but is shown because the authentication
process uses the CIRCA LDAP Web Service in order to allow a CIRCA user access the
Registry.
Eurostat’s SDMX registry is split in three major parts:
•

The UI: a Graphical User Interface for exposing registry functionality to
human actors

•

The Web Service: a WS interface for exposing the registry functionality
according to the SDMX Registry Interface specification.

•

The Repository: a database for storing structural and provisioning
metadata.

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is actually a web interface that allows users (with
a valid CIRCA login) access the contents of Eurostat’s SDMX Registry. The GUI
accesses the Repository via the Registry Web Service using the SDMX Registry
Interface messages. Thus, it is capable of accessing any SDMX compliant Registry
Web Service as long as it implements the SDMX Registry Interface messages.
The Web Service (WS) is the core of Eurostat’s SDMX Registry. All requests to the
database are handled by the WS (even those from the GUI). This means that the
database is only exposed via the WS to any potential client (human or machine). It
follows the Request-Response Interface pattern described by the SDMX standard,
since it implements a large part of the SDMX Registry Interface specification. Other
potential users of the WS are the SDMX Converter, the SODI environment WS, the
DSW.

The Repository (DB) is the actual data-storage of Eurostat’s SDMX Registry. To be
more precise, it is metadata storage, since it stores structural ad provisioning
metadata. The database schema has been built according to the SDMX-IM.
7.2

Design/Implementation

This Package Diagram depicts the main packages used by Eurostat’s SDMX Registry
WS. Not all packages are visible.
pkg WS Design P3

metadata
+ CodeBeanComparator
+ Common
+ ExportGesmes
+ KeyFamilyReporter
+ RegistryInterfaceReader
+ RegistryInterfaceWriter
+ rulesets
+ StructureReader
+ StructureWriter

service
+ auth
+ circaauth
+ client
+ ConnectionPropertiesReader
+ EstatRegistrySecurityMechanism
+ JdbcConnectionManager
+ MessageWriter
+ RegistryOperationMain
+ SdmxRegistryService
+ User
+ Utils
+ Languages
+ RegistrySecurityMechanismInterface

exceptions
+ ApplicationException
+ BaseException
+ DigesterException
+ RepositoryException

model
+ base
+ data
+ registry
+ structure

engine
+ CommonDao
+ DataflowDao
+ DsdDao
+ ItemSchemeDao
+ MetadataflowDao
+ MsdDao
+ ProvisionAgreementDao
+ RegistryDao

Figure 25 – SDMX Eurostat Registry Packages WS

The Service Package is the central package of the WS and:
•

Implements an Axis1.4 Message Style Web Service.

•

Manages connections to the database.

•

Is responsible for using the corresponding
authentication/authorization (i.e. auth, circaauth).

•

Resolves which DAOs should be called per message and prepares
responses accordingly.

The Model Package:
•

Implements SDMX-IM using java beans.

•

These java beans correspond to SDMX Artefacts.

sub-packages

for

•

Some of the abstract SDMX classes have been used in order to take
advantage of inheritance in java.

The Metadata Package:
•

Is a result of merging previously exiting packages Readers and Writers.

•

Is part of an external (to the WS) package that implements I/O
functionality for SDMX-ML documents (data & metadata).

•

Uses Apache Digester to parse SDMX-ML Registry Interface messages
using RuleSet classes.

•

Writes SDMX-ML messages from java beans (model package) using JDOM.

The Engine Package:
•

Implements DAO’s for accessing the database according to requests
arriving from the Service.

•

Every DAO implements query/create/replace/delete methods per SDMX
Artefact Type.

The Exceptions Package:
•

Defines application specific exceptions

•

Provides multilingual explanatory messages for exceptions

7.3

From SDMX IM to Database Schema

7.3.1

SQL and SDMX-IM

Eurostat’s SDMX Registry Database is an Oracle database and has been designed
taking close consideration of the SDMX-IM.
The original schema has been created in an Oracle 10g database, but has been also
exported in such a way to support also Oracle 9i.
Although the ER diagram of the database resembles the SDMX-IM a lot, there are
some cases where exceptions have occurred. For example, inheritance and many-tomany relationships cannot be directly mapped to the ER diagram. Thus, workarounds
have been used to emulate these features of the SDMX-IM.
The criteria for the final ER diagram have not been entirely based upon the SDMXIM, but also upon some factors crucial to the overall performance, maintainability
and simplicity of the SDMX Registry WS that is responsible for accessing the
Database. Specifically:
•

In some cases the query performance has been taken into account by
reducing the possible joins of tables.

•

Query simplicity is another important factor in order to allow a smoother
application development process (i.e. for the Registry WS).

•

Both of the above factors are important in order for both database and
software to be easier maintained.

•

The size of the tables has been considered in order not to have big tables
that would dramatically degrade performance of queries that use them in
joins.

•

Data constraints have been used in order to leave some of the checking
burden to the database.

7.4

Interface (Request/Response Pattern)

The SDMX-ML messages, specified by the SDMX standard, for communication with an
SDMX compliant Registry are called Registry Interface messages.
These kinds of messages follow a Request-Response pattern including, though, a
minor exception.
In Eurostat’s SDMX Registry the four first sets of Request-Response are currently
supported.
•

The SubmitStructureRequest – SubmitStructureResponse pair is used to
manage structural metadata. Thus, DSDs, MSDs, Code Lists, Concept
Schemes, Organisation Schemes, Category Schemes, Hierarchical Code
Lists are maintained using the Request message. The Response message
includes the result of the Request action.

•

The QueryStructureRequest – QueryStructureResponse pair is used to
query for structural metadata. The Request message includes the terms
which the WS may use to search for structural metadata. The Response
message includes all SDMX Artefacts that macth the search terms.

•

The SubmitProvisioningRequest – SubmitProvisioningResponse pair is
used to manage provisioning metadata. The Request/Response messages
are similar to the Structure message.

•

The QueryProvisioningRequest – QueryProvisioningResponse pair is used
to query for provisioning metadata.

•

The SubmitSubscriptionRequest – SubmitSubscriptionResponse pair is
used to let users subscribe on SDMX Artefacts in order to be notified on
change. The Request includes user information and terms that match a set
of SDMX Artefacts. The Response includes the result of the Request
action. This pair of messages currently is under development, along with
the NotifyRegistryEvent interface message. The latter is the exception to
the Request-Response pattern, since it is generated automatically from
the WS when Artefacts, that users have subscribed to, change.

The SDMX Registry Graphical User Interface (GUI) is a J2EE application based on a
Model-View-Controller (MVC) approach.
It has been built using Struts framework (http://struts.apache.org/), which is a free
open-source framework for creating Java web applications.

Apache Struts incorporates an MVC architecture, thus separating software
applications in manageable parts. Specifically in an MVC architecture, the Model
represents the business or database code, the View represents the page design code,
and the Controller represents the navigational code. The Struts framework is
designed to help developers create web applications that utilize MVC architecture.
The key components of the Struts framework are:
•

A "request" handler provided by the application developer that is mapped
to a standard URI.

•

A "response" handler that transfers control to another resource which
completes the response.

•

A tag library that helps developers create interactive form-based
applications with server pages.

Moreover, the GUI application incorporates:
•

JSP custom tag libraries and associated support in the controller Servlet

•

Utility classes that support XML parsing, automatic population of Java
Beans
properties
based
on
the
Java
reflection
APIs,
and
internationalization of prompts and messages

In Struts, the information flow is similar to that of plain MVC applications.

Figure 26 – Struts Framework

All requests are dispatched through a single controller Servlet that is part of the
framework. This controller provides numerous application-wide services, such as
database connection pooling and automatic request dispatching. The controller
creates action classes, which are built by the developer to perform the work of the
application.
These action classes extend the Struts Action class. The action instances create
model beans that perform domain-specific activities.
Examples of these activities include executing business logic, connecting to
databases, and calling other bean methods. The model beans encapsulate the real

work of the application, just as in MVC. Once the action instance has utilized the
model beans to perform work, it forwards the models that contribute to the display
via the controller to a view component, generally a JSP.
The View extracts the model beans and presents the visual results to the user.
Struts provide a great deal of the infrastructure to make it easy to accommodate this
information flow, as well as, it handles other details of application development. The
framework includes numerous custom JSP tags for constructing the view. It also
provides classes that aid in internationalization, database connection pooling, and
flexible resource mapping.
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Figure 27 – UML Sequence Diagram

User
•

public Actor: The user that performs an action

•

ActionServlet

•

public Sequence: The container passes the request to the ActionServlet.
If this is a modular application, the ActionServlet selects the appropriate
module.
The ActionServlet looks up the mapping for the action path.

Forwarder JSP Page

•

public Sequence: The resulting JSP page with the user action results.

HelperBean
•

public Sequence: Represents the memory model of the application. Data is
stored in JavaBeans that are communicated to the Struts forms for interaction
with the user.

UserAction
•

public Sequence: The Action’s perform or execute method is called and
passed
the
instantiated
form
bean.
The Action may populate the form bean, call business objects, and do
whatever else is needed (1.3.1-1.3.4).

UserActionForm
•

public Sequence:

UserDelegate DAO object
•

7.5

public Sequence:
Represents the Business Logic of the application.
Responsible for interacting with Data Storage and for data manipulation.

Evaluation

1. What kind of information is stored within an SDMX Registry?
a)

Datasets

b)

Reference Metadatasets

c)

Structural Metadata

d)

Provisioning Metadata

2. Which of the following are valid SDMX Registry interface messages?
a)

SubmitStructureRequest

b)

NotifyRegistryEvent

c)

QueryDataset

d)

QueryProvisioningResponse

3. Which is the “key” interface of an SDMX Registry?
a)

Graphical User Interface

b)

Web Service (SOAP)

8

Mapping Process

8.1

Introduction

In the framework of a data sharing model, a group of organizations agrees on a
common way to provide access to data according to standard processes, formats and
technologies. There are two ways for sharing statistical data: the “push” method, in
which the data provider takes action to send data to the data consumer; and the
“pull” method[1], where data are taken directly from the data provider by the data
consumer. The pull method has the advantage of reducing the reporting burden for
European and National Institutions, as the NSIs (National Statistical Institutes) do
not need to send data to local consumers. In this way, data consumers are also
guaranteed to receive the most recent data, as they are taken directly from the
source.
8.2

Architecture of Pull Method

Data sharing using the pull mode is well adapted to the database-driven and data
hub architectures. Both architectures provide the best benefits for the data producers
because they can lessen the burden of publishing the data to multiple counterparties.
In both architectures, it is necessary to implement a notification mechanism,
providing provisioning metadata in order to alert collecting organisations that data
and metadata sets are made available by data providers. Details about the online
mechanism for getting data (for example, a query able online database or a simple
URL) and constraints regarding the allowable content of the data sets that will be
provided.
There are two actors in the pull method: the data provider (the organization
providing the data) and the data consumer (the organization using the data made
available by the data provider). For this reason, this process will be described from
both sides:
8.2.1

Data Provider Side

DATA CONSUMER

DATA PROVIDER
ALERT NOTIFICATION (URL)

SDMX-ML

D.C.

D.P.

URL

Figure 28 – Data Provider Side using SDMX compliant files

Using SDMX compliant files, the steps are as follows:

•

The data provider creates a new SDMX-ML file with new data or updated old
data.

•

The data provider makes the SDMX-ML file available at a specific URL.

•

The data provider alerts the data consumer about this new SDMX-ML data file
by
sending the URL where the file can be retrieved.
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Figure 29 - Data Provider Side using Web Service

Using a web service:
In this case, the web service controls and manages the access to the data provider’s
dissemination database. When new data are available in the data provider’s
dissemination database, the data provider alerts the data consumer by sending the
end-point of the web service to access this new data. To retrieve the new data, the
web service receives an SDMX query sent by the data consumer; the web service
translates it into a SQL query and processes it in the database. The data resulting
from the SQL query is translated by the web service into an SDMX-ML data file and
provided to the data consumer in response to the request.

8.2.2

Data Consumer Side
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Figure 30 – Database-driven architecture

In the data consumer model there are two different designs from the point of view of
architecture: database-driven architecture and hub architecture.

The database-driven architecture is implemented by those collecting organisations
that periodically need to fetch the data and to load them in their database. In
general a batch process is used in order to automate the flow in which a whole or a
partial dataset, including incremental updating, is used.
The pull approach within a database-driven architecture includes the following steps
based on a provision agreement:
When new data is available, the data provider creates an SDMX-ML file containing
the new data set OR provides a web service (WS) that builds SDMX-ML messages
upon request. Notification to data consumers about the new data and the details on
how to obtain them can be performed with an RSS web feed.
The data collector Pull Requestor reads the new RSS feed entry (or receives the
information on the new data by other means. He can now retrieve the SDMX-ML file
from the specified URL OR use the “Query Message” included in the RSS feed to
query the data provider’s web service.

Figure 31 – Hub architecture

SDMX also supports the “Data Hub” concept/architecture, where users obtain data
from a central hub which itself automatically assembles the required dataset by
querying other data sources.
Data providers can notify the hub of new sets of data and corresponding structural
metadata (measures, dimension, code lists, etc.) and make data available directly
from their systems through querying means.
Data users can browse the hub to define a dataset of interest via the above
structural metadata and retrieve the desired dataset.
From the data management point of view, the hub is also based on a specific
datasets, which are - contrary to the database driven architecture - not kept locally
at the central hub system. Instead the following process operates:
A user identifies a dataset through the web interface of the central hub using the
structural metadata, and requests it;
The central hub translates the user request in one or more queries and sends them
to the related data providers’ systems;
Data providers’ systems process the query and send the result to the central hub in
standard format;
The central hub puts together all the results originated by all interested data
providers’ systems and presents them in a human readable format.
8.3

Data Producer Architecture

In order to implement an SDMX IT architecture for data-sharing using the pull mode,
several steps must be accomplished by a data producer and several questions must
be considered:

•

Which statistical domains are involved and where are the data currently
stored?

•

Which structural metadata are involved, and where are they currently stored?

•

What is the business process behind the data flow involved in the exercise?

•

Will the SDMX data producer architecture be part of data warehouse
architecture, of data hub architecture or of both?

Generally data and structural metadata that will be involved in the new SDMX
information system are stored either in databases or in files. The two cases lead to
different architectural approaches:
a. Data and structural metadata continue to be stored in files (for example: XLS,
CSV, etc.) and the only need is to translate those files into SDMX-ML data
files to be pulled by the data collector;
b. Data and structural metadata are already stored in a database and it is
necessary to build suitable software interfaces in order to make the system
“SDMX-compliant”.
c. One separate special-purpose database is set up to store data and structural
metadata. This database will be designed with the main aim of being part of
an SDMX-compliant system. In this case the database can be modelled using
the SDMX Information Model.
The cases (b) and (c) make possible:
•

To extract SDMX-ML files from the database that will be made available to be
pulled by data collectors;

•

To allow the database to be queried directly through a web service.

Whichever type of data producer architecture is involved, a mapping process
between structural metadata may be necessary, as explained below.
8.4

When to carry out a mapping and why

A mapping process becomes necessary when the data provider must disseminate
SDMX format data that are described by local1 structural metadata. In order to
simplify examples, the following scenario is considered:

1

2

•

The data providers’ data are described by local concepts that are different2
from the concepts of the corresponding DSD.

•

The local concepts and DSD concepts are in a one-to-one relationship. In
order to simplify the examples, the same letters are used for the same
concepts on both sides, e.g. local concept Cloc corresponds to the DSD concept
Cdsd.

Data defined by the data provider.

The names, the code lists or the values of the local concepts differ from the names, code lists and
values of the DSD concepts.

Mapping can be applied with the two following purposes:
a) Building an SQL Query,
b) Creating an SDMX data file.
8.5

Step by Step example using Mapping Assistant

8.5.1

Building an SQL Query

Action is taken once an SQL query has been generated further to the process of
parsing an SDMX Query Message. This SQL must then be mapped using the local
dissemination database's concepts.
In the SDMX Query Message that is to be parsed, one finds the “query:DataWhere”
element. This element includes the constraints that are necessary to select the data
inside the database. These constraints are represented by child elements inside the
“query:DataWhere” element, and can be joined with an “And” or an “Or” condition.
The following is an example of the “query:DataWhere” element of an SDMX Query
Message:

<query:DataWhere>
<query:And>
<query:Dimension id="Adsd">a1dsd</query:Dimension>
<query:Dimension id="Bdsd">b1dsd</query:Dimension>
<query:Time>
<query:StartTime>2006-01</query:StartTime>
<query:EndTime>2006-04</query:EndTime>
</query:Time>
<query:Or>
<query:Dimension id="Cdsd">c1dsd</query:Dimension>
<query:Dimension id="Cdsd">c2dsd</query:Dimension>
</query:Or>
</query:And>
</query:DataWhere>
Figure 32 - Example of a “<query:DataWhere>” element within
an SDMX Query Message3.

The result of parsing the “query:DataWhere” is a “where clause” of an SQL query. In
Figure 6, for example, the elements and the parsing process are:

3

1.

the first “query:And” element. This implies that all of this element's
children elements are related using an “and” condition.

2.

the child elements. They are not related to time and are given by the “id”
XML attribute of the Dimension XML elements. The dimensions are Adsd,
Bdsd and Cdsd. The values given are those of each related element:

The values A, B C and a1, b1, c1, c2 are abstract examples of possible data for dimensions inside the
SDMX Query.

Adsd = a1dsd
Bdsd = b1dsd
Cdsd = c1dsd
Cdsd = c2dsd
3.

The “Time” element contains the “StartTime” and the “EndTime” child
elements which respectively represent the beginning and end of the data
observation period. The Boolean relationship between the two constraints
is “and”. As a result:
StartTime = 2006-01 and EndTime = 2006-04

4.

The “query:Or” element implies that all of this element's child elements
are related using an “or” condition. From the DSD, the result of the
“query:Or” element is:
Cdsd = c1dsd OR Cdsd = c2dsd

Once all the elements of the “query:DataWhere” element have been parsed, the
result is:
“Adsd = a1dsd AND Bdsd = b1dsd AND (Cdsd = c1dsd OR Cdsd = c2dsd ) AND
STARTTIME = 2006-01 AND ENDTIME = 2006-04”
The 'where' clause resulting from the SQL query is expressed using DSD concepts
whereas, inside the database, data are expressed using local concepts. This means
that, in order to retrieve data, it becomes necessary to translate DSD concepts into
local concepts. This is done by using the mapping process. In the example, the result
of the translation is:
“A loc = a1loc AND B loc = b1 loc AND (C loc = c1 loc OR C loc = c2 loc )
STARTTIME = 200601 AND ENDTIME = 200604”
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Figure 33 – Translation schema of an SDMX query

8.5.2

Creating an SDMX data file

The SDMX-ML data file must contain DSD concepts and codes, while the data
retrieved by the dissemination database contains only local concepts and codes. The
SDMX query used in the previous example is further used as an example of how to
retrieve a compact SDMX data file. Adsd, Bdsd and Cdsd are dimensions.
The dataset retrieved by the dissemination database is:

Tloc
200601
200602
200603
200604
200601
200602
200603
200604

Data
84.5
85.6
95.7
94.2
82.1
87.2
88.0
87.9

Aloc
a1loc
a1loc
a1loc
a1loc
a1loc
a1loc
a1loc
a1loc

Bloc
b1loc
b1loc
b1loc
b1loc
b1loc
b1loc
b1loc
b1loc

Cloc
c1loc
c1loc
c1loc
c1loc
c2loc
c2loc
c2loc
c2loc

Table 1 – Dataset retrieved

In order to generate the SDMX-ML, the retrieved data must be translated into DSD
concepts.
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<estat_sts:DataSet>

>

<estat_sts:Series Adsd="a1dsd" Bdsd="b1dsd" Cdsd="c1dsd"

<estat_sts:Obs Mdsd="84.5" Tdsd ="2006-01" />
<estat_sts:Obs Mdsd="85.6" Tdsd ="2006-02" />
<estat_sts:Obs Mdsd="95.7" Tdsd ="2006-03" />
<estat_sts:Obs Mdsd="94.2" Tdsd ="2006-04" />
</estat_sts:Series>

Figure 34 – Translation of dataset into SDMX-ML
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Figure 35 –Translation schema of a dataset

8.6

The mapping process

A real-case example of a dissemination database is used here. This database belongs
to the ConIstat4 web application that is used for short-term statistics in Italy.
8.6.1

Step 1: List of local concepts

The type of storage used in this database comprises more than one table. The
primary table has one primary key made up of the columns “Domain”, “Set”,
“Category”, “Type”, “Vs”, and “Activity”. The table is completed by the columns
“Freq” and “um”. The secondary table is joined to the first one by the primary key of
the primary table. It contains the column “Value” and the columns of time data:
“Month” and “Year”.

Primary table:

4

http://con.istat.it: ConIstat is a database that contains more than 16 000 time-series of short term
indicators produced by ISTAT (Italian National Institute of Statistics).

Domain
E
E

Set
Ip
ip

Category
63
63

Type
m
m

Activity
DA
DB

Freq
12
12

um
pe
pe

Secondary Table:
Domain
e

Set
ip

Category
63

Type
m

Activity
DA

Month

Year

Value

01

2006

101.1

e

ip

63

m

DB

01

2006

77.0

Table 2 – Local Database Storage (Two Tables)

The list of local concepts is:
•

5

“Domain”, “Set” and “Category”
These represent three levels at which information is grouped.
o

“Domain”: The first concept represents the subject of the series. For
example the values could be: “Consumer prices”, “Services”,
“Industry”, etc.

o

“Set”: The second concept is a subgroup of “Domain” concept. For
example, having the value “Industry” at the “Domain” level, “Set”
could have the value “Industrial production”, etc.

o

“Category”: The third concept, is a subgroup of the “Set” subject.
With the value “Industrial production” in the “Set” subject, for
example, one could have have the following values in “Category”:
“Raw index of industrial production”, “Industrial production working
day adjusted”, etc.

•

“Type”: Defines whether data are in raw or adjusted mode and the kind of
adjustment. For example “m” represents “Working day adjusted”.

•

“Activity”: Represents the classification of economic activity NACE Rev. 1.15.
For example “DA” represents “Manufacture of food products, beverages &
tobacco products” and “DB” Manufacture of textiles, apparel, leather & related
products”.

•

“Freq”: Represents the frequency at which data are produced. In this
database the value “12” indicates that the frequency is monthly.

•

“Um”: Is the unit of measure. It also includes the base year and unit
multiplier. For example “pe” represents “Index number (base 2000)”.

•

“Year” and “Month” represent the period of data measurement.

NACE Rev. 1.1 is the classification of economic activity. Please see:
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/index.cfm?TargetUrl=DSP_PUB_WELC

Local
columns
Domain
Set
Category
Type
Activity
Freq
um

description
Set of time series grouped by topic
Grouping of second level
Grouping of third level
Adjustment
NACE code
Frequency of series
Unit of measure of data, unit multiplier and base year for
index
Year of measurement of data
Month of measurement of data

Year
Month

Table 3 – List of local concepts

8.6.2

Step 2: Associating all local concepts with DSD concepts

Continuing with the data base example that was introduced in the previous section,
“EUROSTAT_STS version 2.0” DSD is taken as a simple example in order to describe
the association process of DSD concepts and local data base concepts. The concepts
used are:
Id

Description

Type of concept

ADJUSTMENT

Adjustment indicator

Dimension

FREQ

Frequency

Dimension

OBS_STATUS

Observation status

Attribute

REF_AREA

Reference area

Dimension

STS_ACTIVITY

Economic
code

Activity

Dimension

STS_BASE_YEAR

Series variation in
short-term statistics

Dimension

STS_INDICATOR

STS Indicator

Dimension

STS_INSTITUTION

Institution
originating
STS
dataflow to ECB

Dimension

TIME_FORMAT

Time format code

TIME_PERIOD

Time period or range

TimeDimension

UNIT

Unit

Attribute

Conditional

UNIT_MULT

Unit multiplier

Attribute

Conditional

Table 4 – DSD Concepts used in Short-Term Statistics example

Obligatoriness

Mandatory

The names of the corresponding code lists and the values used in the example are:

Id

Code list used

Code(s) used

Description of code(s)

ADJUSTMENT

CL_ADJUSTMENT

W

Working day adjusted, not
seasonally adjusted

FREQ

CL_FREQ

M

Monthly

OBS_STATUS

CL_OBS_STATUS

A

Normal value

REF_AREA

CL_ AREA_EE

IT

Italy

STS_ACTIVITY

CL_STS_ACTIVITY

N100DA

Manufacture of food
products, beverages and
tobacco

N100DB

Manufacture of textiles and
textile products

STS_BASE_YEAR

CL_STS_BASE_YEAR

2000

Year 2000

STS_INDICATOR

CL_STS_INDICATOR

PROD

Production (variables 110,
115, 116)

STS_INSTITUTION

CL_STS_INSTITUTION

1

National Statistical
Office(s)

TIME_FORMAT

CL_TIME_FORMAT

P1M

Monthly

TIME_PERIOD

-

-

UNIT

CL_UNIT

PURE_NUMB

dimensionless value other
than PC, PCPA and POINTS

UNIT_MULT

CL_UNIT_MULT

0

Units

Table 5 – DSD Concepts used in Short Term Statistics example

The following actions are considered in the mapping process:
•

The fields “Domain”, “Set” and “Category” represent the data indicator. This
means that they can be associated to the DSD concept “STS_INDICATOR”,
which represents the type of indicator, eg. “Production”, “Turnover”, etc.

•

The “local concept
“ADJUSTMENT”.

•

“um” can be associated with any three of the DSD concepts “UNIT”,
“UNIT_MULT” and “STS_BASE_YEAR”. This is because they contain
information that requires to be mapped against all three DSD concepts. The
following is an example of two possible combinations:

Type”

can

be

associated

with

the

DSD

concept

Vs

Um

UNIT

UNIT_MULT

BASE_YEAR

DESCRIPTION

a=absolute

b=million
s of euro

EUR=Euro

6=Millions

ABS0=Absolute
Value

Millions of euro

r=relative

pe=Index
number
(base
2000)

PURE_NUMB=
dimensionless
value
other
than
PC,
PCPA
and
POINTS

0=Units

2000=Year
2000

Index number
(base 2000)

Table 6 – Two combinations of mapping of values

•

The local concept “Freq” can be associated to DSD concept “FREQ”.

•

The local concepts “Year” and “Month” can be associated to the DSD concept
“TIME_PERIOD”. In the table, “Year” takes the value “2006” and “Month”
“01”.

The following table summarises the associations:

LOCAL CONCEPT

DSD CONCEPT

Freq

FREQ

-

REF_AREA

Type

ADJUSTMENT

Domain

STS_INDICATOR

Set
Category
Activity

STS_ACTIVITY

-

STS_INSTITUTION

Um

STS_BASE_YEAR
UMIS
UMIS_MULT

Year, Month

TIME_PERIOD

-

TIME_FORMAT

-

OBS_STATUS
Table 7 – Mapping of local concepts with DSD concepts

This table mapping local concepts and DSD concepts shows that mapping between
concepts is not always one-to-one. In the example introduced, the possibilities are:

• One local concept corresponds to one DSD concept:
-

Local concept “Type” with DSD concept “ADJUSTMENT”.

-

Local concept “Activity” with DSD concept “STS_ACTIVITY”.

• One DSD concept corresponds to more than one local concept:
-

“Domain”, “Set” and “Category” with the DSD concept “STS_INDICATOR”,

-

Local concepts “Year” and “Month” with DSD concept “TIME_PERIOD”.

• One local concept corresponds to more than one DSD concept;
-

“um” with DSD concepts “STS_BASE_YEAR”, “UMIS” and “UMIS_MULT”.

-

“Freq” with DSD concepts “FREQ”.

• A DSD concept does not correspond to any local concept:
- In the case of “REF_AREA”, “STS_INSTITUTION”, “TIME_FORMAT” and
“OBS_STATUS, a mapping item needs to be added for these local data base
concepts because they are mandatory in the SDMX data file. They can be created
using knowledge of the DSD domain and SDMX syntax. In the example, the
concept “REF_AREA” is equal to “IT”= “Italy”, the concept “STS_INSITUTION” is
equal to “1”=”National Statistical Office(s)”, the concept “TIME_FORMAT” can be
deducted from the DSD “Freq” concept, and the “OBS_STATUS” is equal to
“A”=”Normal Value”. These values are used in the mapping of codes. This process
is presented in Step 3: “Mapping of codes”.
-

A local concept does not correspond to any DSD concept.
There is no such case in the example. If this were to be the case, there
would be two possibilities:
•

Revise the mapping of concepts, which may not have been
done well.

•
The DSD selected is not the correct one for mapping the local
concepts.
8.6.3

Step 3: Mapping codes

In order to better understand the mapping of codes, it is necessary to have a
description of the different values the concepts can have in the example:
•

In the Domain, Set and Category code list, for example:
“e” – “ip” – “63” corresponds to “Industry” – “Industrial production” –
“Industrial production working day adjusted” (PROD Code), where:
Local Code Value “e” is equal to DSD Code Value “Industry”.
Local Code Value “ip” is equal to DSD Code Value “Industrial
production”.

Local Code Value “63” is equal to DSD Code Value “Industrial
production working day adjusted”.
•

In the Ateco code list (which represents the Nace Rev. 1 classification), the
values used in the example are:
DA = “Manufacture of food
products” (N100DA Code).
DB = “Manufacture of
products” (N100DB Code).

•

products,

textiles,

beverages

apparel,

leather

and

tobacco

and

related

In the local concept “Type” code list, the following is available:

CODE
g
d
m
c

DESCRIPTION

Neither seasonally nor working day adjusted
Seasonally adjusted, not working day adjusted
Working day adjusted, not seasonally adjusted
Working day and seasonally adjusted
Table 8 – Code list of local concept “Type”

•

In the local concept “um” code list the following values apply:

CODE
90
b
bc
dd
k
kc
m
mc
nc
nn
P9
pc
pe
va
vm
05
pa

DESCRIPTION
index number (base 1990)
millions current Euro - until December 1998: 1999ITL - Euro;
from January 1999: Euro
1995 millions Euro lira
de-personalized values
thousand current Lira
thousand constant Lira
million current Euro - until December 1998: 1999ITL - Euro;
from January 1999: Euro
million constant Lira
number of guests
number of nights spent
2001 basket (base: 1995=100)
percentage value
index number (base 2000)
absolute
average value
index number (base 2005)
index number (base December 2005=100)
Table 9 – Code list of local concept “um”

•

In the code list of the local concept “Freq”, these are the possibilities:

CODE
1

DESCRIPTION

annual

12
365
4
52

monthly
daily
quarterly

weekly
Table 10 – Code list of local concept “Freq”

Once values have been described adequately, the resulting mapping of local
codes with DSD codes is:
LOCAL CONCEPT

LOCAL CODE

DSD CODE

DSD CONCEPT

Freq

12

M

FREQ

IT

REF_AREA

Type

m

W

ADJUSTMENT

Domain
Set
Category
Activity

e
ip
63
DA
DB

PROD

STS_INDICATOR

N100DA
N100DB

STS_ACTIVITY
STS_INSTITUTION

Um

pe

2000

STS_BASE_YEAR

PURE_NUMB

UMIS

0

UMIS_MULT

Year, Month

TIME_PERIOD
P1M

Value

TIME_FORMAT
OBS_VALUE

A

OBS_STATUS

Table 11 –Mapping between local code and DSD code

Once the mapping has been created, it can be used:
1. to translate an SDMX query.
2. to translate a data set.
8.6.4

Translation of an SDMX Query

The following is an example of an SDMX Query that includes a “query:DataWhere”
element:

<query:DataWhere>
<query:And>
<query:Dimension id="STS_INDICATOR">PROD</query:Dimension>
<query:Dimension id="ADJUSTMENT">W</query:Dimension>
<query:Time>
<query:StartTime>2006-01</query:StartTime>
<query:EndTime>2006-01</query:EndTime>
</query:Time>
<query:Or>
<query:Dimension id="STS_ACTIVITY">N100DA</query:Dimension>
<query:Dimension id="STS_ACTIVITY">N100DB</query:Dimension>
</query:Or>
</query:And>
</query:DataWhere>
Figure 36 – Example of SDMX query

Parsing the SDMX query yields the following 'where' clause in the SQL query:
“STS_INDICATOR = ‘PROD’ AND ADJUSTMENT = ‘W’ AND (STS_ACTIVITY =
‘N100DA’ OR STS_ACTIVITY = ‘N100DB’ ) AND STARTTIME = 200601 AND
ENDTIME = 200601”
Applying the mapping, the translation of the DSD elements to the local elements that
were already mapped is:

“Domain = ‘e’ and Set=’ip’ and Category=’63’ and Type=’m’ and
(Ateco=”DA” or Ateco=”DB”) and year=’2006’ and Month=’01’
Where:

8.6.5

•

STS_INDICATOR = ‘PROD’ is equal to Domain = ‘e’ and Set=’ip’ and
Category=’63’

•

ADJUSTMENT = ‘W’ is equal to Type=’m’

•

STS_ACTIVITY = ‘N100DA’ OR STS_ACTIVITY = ‘N100DB’ is equal to
Ateco=”DA” or Ateco=”DB”

•

STARTTIME = 200601 AND
year=’2006’ and Month=’01’

ENDTIME

=

200604”

is

equal

to

Translation to a dataset

The result of the previous query provides the following result set expressed in local
concepts:

Year

Month

CN

Domain

Set

Category

Type

freq

umis

Ateco

2006

01

84.5

e

ip

63

m

12

pe

DA

2006

01

85.6

e

ip

63

m

12

pe

DB

Table 12 – Result set expressed in local concepts

The local concepts and local codes are translated to the mapped values of the DSD:

TIME_

OBS_

STS_

PERIO
D

VALU
E

INDICATO
R

ADJUSTMENT

STS_
ACTIVIT
Y

FRE
Q

STS_

OBS_

TIME_

REF_

STS_

INSTITUTIO
N

STATU
S

FORMA
T

ARE
A

BASE
_
YEAR

200601

84.5

PROD

W

N100DA

M

1

A

P1M

IT

2000

200601

85.6

PROD

W

N100DB

M

1

A

P1M

IT

2000

Table 13 – Dataset expressed in DSD concepts

Once the mapping is finished, the SDMX Data File can be created by using the data
from the table expressed in DSD concepts:

<estat_sts:DataSet>
<estat_sts:Series FREQ="M" REF_AREA="IT" ADJUSTMENT="W"
STS_INDICATOR="PROD" STS_ACTIVITY="N100DA"
STS_INSTITUTION="1" STS_BASE_YEAR="2000" TIME_FORMAT="P1M">
<estat_sts:Obs TIME_PERIOD="2006-01" OBS_VALUE="101.10"
OBS_STATUS="A"
OBS_CONF="F" />
</estat_sts:Series>
<estat_sts:Series FREQ="M" REF_AREA="IT" ADJUSTMENT="W"
STS_INDICATOR="PROD" STS_ACTIVITY="N100DB"
STS_INSTITUTION="1" STS_BASE_YEAR="2000" TIME_FORMAT="P1M">
<estat_sts:Obs TIME_PERIOD="2006-01" OBS_VALUE="77"
OBS_STATUS="A"
OBS_CONF="F" />
</estat_sts:Series>
</estat_sts:DataSet>
Figure 37 – SDMX-ML data file

9

Mapping Assistant

The Mapping Assistant is meant to facilitate the mapping between the structural
metadata provided by the DSD and the respective ones that reside in the
Dissemination database of the NSI operational environment.
The Mapping Assistant can then be used by other tools, such as the Data Retriever.
9.1

Use of the Mapping Assistan

One database has to be selected to store the mapping store.
The first thing we have to do is to create the data base connexion to this database.

Figure 38 – Connection Dialog

Now the database has a complete structure where to store all the mappings.

Figure 39 – Data Base inside SQL Server

Once the Mapping Store is set up, the user will be prompted to import all the
necessary data for mappings to be performed. This will be done either through a
wizard, or manually by the user, at any time of the execution.

Figure 40 – Importing data

In the screen the user selects an SDMX Structure file containing a category scheme.
The user should note that alternatively, the category scheme of the mapping
assistant can be manually created. When the correct file is selected, the grid will
show a list of the category schemes present in the file (normally only one should be
present). The user can proceed by clicking “Next”.

Figure 41 – Step 1. Importing Data

This screen is similar to the previous one, with the difference that now the user must
choose an SDMX Structure file containing a DSD. When this is done, a list of all DSDs
contained in the file will be listed in the list (normally only one should be present).
The user can proceed by clicking “Next”.

Figure 42 – Step 2. Importing data

The final file that needs to be imported in order for the user to perform mappings is
an SDMX Structure file containing a dataflow. When this is done, a list of all

dataflows contained in the file will be listed in the list (normally at least one should
be present).
The user can import all three previously selected files by clicking “Save”.

Figure 43 – Step 3. Importing data

We can see the screen where the management of Dissemination databases take
place. In the left-hand side of the screen, the reader can see the list of already
defined connections (see point 1). To add new connection the user presses the “Add
Connection” button (see point 2). In the central part of the screen appear the menu
options to define the connection settings. In detail, the user may set the connection
name (see point 3) and connection type (see point 4). The supported connection
types are 4: SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle and PcAxis. (In this case since still it is a
beta version only SQL Server is implemented)
In case the connection type is one of the first 3, the database settings appear the
settings that need to be filled out are the ones visible in the figure above. The user
can test the connection to see if the settings filled out are correct by pressing the
“Test Connection” button (see point 5). When the connection is correctly set up and
is ready to be saved, this is done by pressing the “Save” button. The user may
interrupt the process pressing the “Close” button (see point 7), or pressing the “X”
button (see point 8).

Figure 44 – Dissemination data bases

The figure shows the screen where datasets are managed. In this screen the user is
able to create, modify and delete datasets. In the left pane of the screen the user is
able to navigate through the defined Dissemination Database connections and their
tables, and define datasets on those tables. The tree structure is organized having
the database connections in the top level (see point 1) and the defined datasets in
the second level. From the tree the user may add new Datasets or edit/delete
existing ones. If the process of creating a new dataset needs to be cancelled, the
user may press the “X” button (see point 5).
Datasets are essentially simple or complicated database queries, which can be
defined in two ways, either through the visual Query Editor, or through a custom
query editor. In order to create a dataset through the Query Designer, the user can
right-click on a database connection and select “New Dataset” (see point 3) and then
“Query Editor” (see point 4).

Figure 45 – New Dissemination data base

The first thing that needs to be defined is a name and a description for the new
dataset.
Afterwards, the user will be prompted to select the dataset tables that will comprise
the dataset.

Figure 46 – Data base tables

This screen shows the creation of a dataset. Each table contains a listing of its rows,
their names, datatype and the option “IsRetutned” (see point 4). For each column of

the database table that needs to be returned as dataset column, the user must check
the checkbox “IsReturned”. Each database column that is checked appears in the
bottom section of the screen, where the user can edit the name and the description
the corresponding dataset column will have. In the above figure the reader should
note that the database column “FREQ” corresponds to a dataset column now named
“FREQUENCY” (see point 7), and its description can be seen in point 8. The name
and description of the dataset can be edited (see points 5 and 6).
For each table column the user can notice the round green points in the left and right
of each column. These are connection points that can be used by the user to draw
associations between columns of different tables, as well as between columns and
tables. The connection points have usage for storage schemes of types B and C.
In case additional database tables are required to create a dataset (this is not the
case for type A storage scheme), the user may invoke the previous table selection
popup by pressing “Add Table” (see point 1). Every dataset corresponds to a
complicated database query, the results of which can be seen while editing by
pressing “Preview Query” (see point 2).

Figure 47 – Datasets

This screen shows the equivalent query of a dataset, the first 100 results of which
can be viewed by pressing the corresponding button.
The user should also not that there is a “Show/Hide” button for the left pane of the
screen, which is not used during the selection of table columns. If for some reason

the creation of the new dataset needs to be cancelled, the user may press the
“Cancel” button (see point 9).
Once the necessary columns are selected, the user can save the newly created
dataset in the database by pressing the “Save” button (see point 10).
In case the storage in the dissemination database has some columns merged, the
user must select the columns that must be “merged”, right click on them and press
the “Merge Selected Columns” option.

Figure 48 – Rows

In case the storage in the dissemination database has some columns merged, the
user must select the columns that must be “merged”, right click on them and press
the “Merge Selected Columns” option.
This will result in the appearance of two new dataset columns. The user should note
that the new columns appear with a different colour, to denote that they are not
physical database columns. The first of the two new dataset columns refers to the
Dimension the codes of which were represented as the names of the merged
database columns. The second dataset column refers to the measure that was
contained in the selected database columns. Like other dataset columns, the new
columns can be assigned a name and a description from the list in the lower part of
the interface.

Figure 49 – Merged columns

In case the storage scheme used for the dissemination database contains a master
table, the user must have selected the table containing the table names (hereafter
called master table), and one of the tables containing the actual data (hereafter
called slave tables). Here we can see the two tables. The user must now select the
column in the master table that contains the slave table names and connect it to the
slave table by dragging a connection from the connection point of the column to the
name of the slave table.

Figure 50 - Master table

In case there are foreign key relations between the master and slave tables, the user
should add connections between the two tables, by dragging and dropping
connections on the connectors of associated rows.

Figure 51 - Foreign Keys

The figure shows the screen where mapping sets are managed. In this screen the
user is able to create, modify and delete mapping sets. In the left pane of the screen
the user is able to navigate through the category scheme (either imported as an
SDMX structure file or manually created from within the mapping assistant).
Imported dataflows appear in their corresponding category. When selecting a
category containing a dataflow, the “Add Mapping Set” button is enabled, allowing
the creation of a new Mapping Set. Already defined mapping sets can be deleted by
pressing the “Remove Mapping Set” button (disabled in the figure).
When the “Add Mapping Set” button is clicked, the user will be prompted to set its ID
and Description through the screen. Once the ID and Description are set, the user
must press the “OK” button.

Figure 52 - Mapping Sets

Once the mapping set details are set, the following screen appears, where the user
will perform the mappings that comprise the mapping set. The most important parts
of this screen are the DSD panel (see point 3), where the components of the “DSD”
are listed, the “Dataset” pane (see point 4), where the columns of the previously
defined dataset are listed and the “Performed Mappings” pane (see point 5), where
the defined mappings appear. The “Dataset” list is initially empty.
The first thing the user must do in this screen is to select the dissemination database
where the data to be mapped are located. This is done in the corresponding dropdown list (see point 1). When the connection is selected, the user must select a
dataset that is defined for the particular dissemination database connection. This is
done in the corresponding drop-down list (see point 2). When a dataset is selected,
the “Dataset” list is populated with the dataset columns and their descriptions, and
the user is ready to proceed to the creation of mappings.

In order to create a mapping between a DSD component and a dataset column, the
user must first select them in their corresponding lists and press the + buttons
shown in points 6 and 7. This will add the DSD component and the dataset column in
their corresponding “Selected” list (above “Map” button). The user may add or
remove any number of DSD components and dataset columns, and create many-toone, one-to-many and one-to-one mappings (not many-to-many). When the correct
DSD components and dataset columns are selected, the user must click the “Map”
button (see point 8) to create the mapping.
When a mapping is created it is added in the “Performed Mappings” list (see point 5),
along with a short description of what components were mapped to what dataset
columns. In order to delete a performed mapping, the user can select it in that list
and click the “Remove Mapping” button (see point 9).

Figure 53 – Mapping process

The user can also perform transcoding on a mapping by selecting the mapping and
clicking the “View mapping/transcoding” button. The screen that appears is shown
here. The user can add transcoding rules by clicking on the “Add Transcoding”
button, which then changes to “Clear Transcoding” (see point 1). In the drop-down
menu that appears, the user is prompted to select the way in which transcoding rules
will be set (see point 2).
The first option is to import the transcoding rules from a local csv[1] file. The csv file
must have a header with the dataset column and the DSD component, and each line
containing a transcoding rule. This is a sample file for the above case:
FREQUENCY, FREQ
1. 4,Q
2. 12,A
3. 1,M

Figure 54 - Transcoding

In case a file containing the transcoding rules is not available, the user may select to
perform the transcoding manually through the interface. This corresponds to the
third option, “Load local codes from dissemination database”. For the DB savvy
reader, this operation will execute a “SELECT DISTINCT” query on the database,
which may take a lot of time, depending on the size and structure of the database.
Transcoding manually option will lead to a screen similar to this one. On the left
hand side, the user will be shown a list of all the codes found in the dataset –
essentially in the dissemination database (see point 1). The user must now select the
corresponding DSD code for each of the local codes through a drop-down list that will
appear on the right of each local code. Once all the transcodings are performed, the
user can export then into a csv file like the one presented above for future usage by
the same or other user. The reader should note that the use of expressions to
perform massive transcodings is not implemented yet (see point 4).
As already mentioned, the previous option to retrieve the local codes from the
database may take too much time. The third option allows the user to import the
local codes from a csv file, where the header will be the dataset column name and
each row will contain a local code. A sample file is
FREQUENCY
1. 4
2. 12
3. 1

Figure 55 – Transcoding

In case the DSD component to be transcoded is the time dimension, the window that
appears is different to the one previously presented. Like before, the top of the
window lists the dataset columns (see point 1) and the DSD components (see point
2). The user must first select the dataset column that contains the Year column
through a drop-down list (see point 3), and then use the mouse cursor to highlight
the characters in the year column that containing the year characters (see point 4).
In the figure above, all four characters happened to comprise the year. However,
should the content of the textbox in point 4 be like this:
08-2001
Only the highlighted part in should be highlighted with the cursor. Afterwards the
user is prompted to select the period type (see point 5), the period column (see point
6) and highlight in a similar manner the characters in the period column that contain
the period.

Figure 56 – Time transcoding

When selecting to browse the imported structural data, the user is presented with
the screen here. The screen is comprised of the following main components:
•

The “Category Scheme” pane (see point 1), where the user can see the
category scheme and the imported dataflows. This pane also provides controls
to add or remove structural data (DSDs, Category Schemes, Dataflows).

•

Through this pane the user may also build a custom category scheme, as
shown in the figure above.

•

The “DSDs” pane (see point 2), where the user can see at all times the DSDs
that have been imported into the mapping store.

•

The “Components” pane (see point 3), which contains a list of the
components of the selected DSD. When the selected the DSD is changes in
the “DSDs” pane, the “Components” pane is refreshed to contain the
components of the current DSD.

•

The “Codelists” pane (see point 4), which contains a list of all the imported
codelists (notice the differentiation to the previous pane, which contained
SDMX artefacts only for the selected DSD). Each time a Component is
selected in the “Components” pane, the selection in the “Codelists” pane
changes to highlight the Codelist that encodes the selected Component.

•

The “Selection” pane (see point 5), which contains information of the last
selected SDMX Artefact (DSD, Dataflow, Component, Codelist).

•

The “Details” pane (see point 7), which contains details about the last
selected SDMX Artefact (only for Dataflow, Codelists). In case a Dataflow is

selected, the “Details” pane contains a list of the mapping sets for that
dataflow. In case a Codelist is selected, it contains a list of the codes of that
codelist. The button shown in point 6 shows / hides the “Details” pane.

Figure 57 - Main view
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10.1

SDMX Converter
Design/Implementation

The architecture of the tool was based on the UCM (User Control Model) design
pattern. This pattern divides the application into three layers. The higher layer is
responsible for exposing the tool functionality to the user (graphical user interface,
command line interface, etc). The user can be a human or a third party application
that exploits the interface. The middle layer (controller layer) is responsible for
exporting the functionality to the higher layer. This is achieved by coordinating calls
(application logic) to the lower layer (model layer), which contains the fundamental
modules and data of the system.
The conversion process comprises two main activities; reading an input data
message and writing out the converted data message.
There are specific modules that read and write datasets i.e SDMX-ML (Compact,
Generic, Utility, Cross-Sectional) Gesmes (TS, 2.1, DSIS) Flat files (CSV FLR). The
information of a dataset to converter is stored in classes that are based on the SDMX

Information Model v2.0. These classes play the role of an intermediate format
between readers and writers.
The Data Structure Definition related to the converted datasets is needed for
performing a conversion. SDMX Converter, if it’s is not provided manually, can be
retrieved the DSD from the Registry.
10.1.1

Use Case Model

uc Conv erter

Conv ert from CSV

Conv ert from SDMXML

CALLER

REGISTRY

Conv ert from
GESMES

Application

Human User

eDamis

BB

NSI Application

Figure 58 – Use Case Converter

The three Use Cases (“Convert from CSV”, “Convert from SDMX-ML”, “Convert from
GESMES”), comprise the functionality of the Conversion Tool. These Use Cases are
being used by the generic Actor “CALLER”. The CALLER specializes to human users,
represented by the “Human User” actor, and to applications, represented by the
generic “Application” actor. The Application actor specializes in three new actors, the
eDamis actor, the BB actor and the NSI Application actor, each representing the
corresponding type of software. In particular, the eDamis actor represents the
eDamis system, the BB actor represents any Building Block that might be using the
Converter, and the NSI Application actor represents any other type of application
used by the National Statistic Institutes. The Actor “REGISTRY” is being used by the
three Use Cases during the conversion process for retrieving metadata. Details of the
Use Cases are given in the next section of this document.

10.1.2

Context Diagram
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Figure 59 – Use case context diagram

In this diagram instances of the Actors are interacting with the four provided
interfaces of the Conversion Tool. The interfaces of the Web Service (SOAP) and the
Java API are provided to the eDAMIS, BB and NSI Application Actors. The CLI
(Command Line Interface) is provided to the Human User and the NSI Application
Actor.
Any of the Actors initiates through the appropriate interface the conversion process,
providing the input, as described in the Use Case Analysis above, according to the
needed conversion. After the Conversion Tool is instructed on the type of conversion
to be performed, it makes use of the artifact “Syntax descriptions” to perform the
conversion process. In practice, the Syntax description artifact is the XSD file, which
is referenced when the output file type is SDMX. Any metadata needed for the
conversion process can be retrieved from the “Metadata” interface provided by the
“Key Family Registry” component.
The results of the conversion are returned
abovementioned interfaces of the Conversion Tool.
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10.1.3

Local View
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Figure 60 – SDMX converter packages

The main package of the SDMX converter is illustrated in the package diagram.
There are three basic packages that are used by the SDMX Converter.
The “converter” package contains the application interfaces (UI, CLI, WS), and other
packages/Classes that pertain to the conversion logic (e.g. Converter class that
exposes the Converter API to interfaces.
The rest two package “IO” and “model” are reusable packages from other
applications. The responsibilities of these packages are to read/write in Java objects
datasets. These two constitute together the SDMX API and are distributed as
separate jars. This allow every Java application to be able to read and write every
SDMX-ML message (Dataset, Structure, RegistryInterface), thus facilitating the
processing of SDMX-ML in other production environments than Eurostat’s.

The “model” contains Java classes that were designed based on the SDMX
Information Model. The readers and writers in the “IO” create and read these objects
respectively.
10.1.4

Reader/Writers

cd io
«interface»

«interface»

Reader
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Writer

readData(InputStream, InputParams) : DataMessage
setInputStream(InputStream) : void
setInputParams(InputParams) : void
setWriter(Writer) : void
isReady() : boolean
readData(InputStream, InputParams, Writer) : void
readData() : void

«realize»

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

writeData(DataMessage, OutputStream, InputParams) : void
setOutputStream(OutputStream) : void
setInputParams(InputParams) : void
isReady() : boolean
writeHeader(Header) : void
writeEmptyDataset(DataSet) : void
writeGroup(GroupKey) : void
writeSeries(TimeseriesKey) : void
closeWriter() : void

«realize»

«call»

CompactDataWriter
GenericDataReader
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

readData(InputStream, InputParams) : DataMessage
setInputStream(InputStream) : void
setInputParams(InputParams) : void
setWriter(Writer) : void
isReady() : boolean
readData(InputStream, InputParams, Writer) : void
readData() : void

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

setOutputStream(OutputStream) : void
writeData(DataMessage, OutputStream, InputParams) : void
setInputParams(InputParams) : void
isReady() : boolean
writeHeader(Header) : void
writeEmptyDataset(DataSet) : void
writeGroup(GroupKey) : void
writeSeries(TimeseriesKey) : void
closeWriter() : void

Figure 61 – reader/writers packages

The conversion process comprises two main activities; reading an input data
message and writing out the converted data message.
In previous releases of this tool the first activity resulted in a populated data model,
based on the SDMX v2.0 information model. The second activity used that populated
data model to write the output message in the required target format. In other words
the data model was used as an intermediate storage of the parsed data.
That solution had a significant advantage; the data model was used as a common
‘format’ which all readers should write to and all writers read from. That way the
number of possible combinations of source and target formats was significantly
reduced; only conversion from all other formats to the data model ‘format’ and then
from that back to all other formats needed be implemented.
On the other hand that same solution had an apparent drawback; the whole data
model should be stored on system memory, which could not be enough for large
datasets, even for systems with very large amounts of available memory.
To tackle that obstacle a redesign of the conversion process was needed. In this
version of the conversion tool its readers and writers are sort of ‘plugged together, in
the sense that all writers should implement a ‘Writer’ interface and all readers should
be capable of making calls to that interface. While the data model is still used as an
intermediary, this time only chunks of that model get stored in system memory.
Each of those chunks accounts for only a portion of the complete data message,

which may correspond to a populated time-series (including all its observations), or
sibling group (only attribute data, or dataset (only attribute data, not including its
groups and time-series), or a message header. As soon as one of those chunks is
completely populated it is send to the ‘plugged writer, by calling the appropriate
method of the Writer interface, and then is removed from system memory.
Nevertheless, for backwards compatibility mostly, all readers and writers still provide
a method implementing the previous solution of using a complete populated data
model, bearing of course the aforementioned disadvantage.

10.2

Evaluation

1. Which of the following formats are support by the SDMX converter (can be
multiple valid answer)
a) SDMX-ML Compact
b) FLR
c) CSV
d) Gesmes/TS

2. In what platform can the converter run?
a)

Micorsoft Windows

b)

Sun Solaris

c)

Linux

d)

All platforms that run Java Runtime Environment.

3. What is the SDMX API?
a)
b)

A reusable API that allows the reading/writing of SDMX-ML message to/from
Java objects
A internal API of the Converter used only for converting Messages

4. What interfaces are offered from the Converter
a)

Command Line Interface

b)

Java API

c)

User Interface

d)

All the above

11
11.1

SDMX Reference Architecture
Introduction

Figure 62 – SDMX Reference Architecture

The SDMX Reference Architecture Web Service is responsible for exposing data
stored in the Dissemination database, according to the metadata stored in the
Mapping Store database.
The following components comprise the Web Service Architecture:
- Web Service Provider
- SDMX Query Parser
- Data Retriever
- SDMX-ML Data Generator
The complete solution starts from a dissemination database and finishes making
available data using a Web Service. The aims and how-to re-use the different
component of the whole architecture will be described.

Figure 63 – SDMX Reference Architecture Sequence Diagram

Taken in consideration the whole architecture using all the modules described before,
a sequence diagram can be described when the Web Service is called querying for a
SDMX data file. Parameters exchanged between the components (according to
inputs/outputs described above) can be seen in this diagram.
11.2

The Web Service Provider

This "Web Service Provider" component is a controller that co-ordinates the incoming
calls to the dissemination environment, wrapped into an Axis 1.4 SOAP web service.
Its WSDL conforms to the SDMX v2.0 Web Service Guidelines (see "SDMX
GUIDELINES FOR THE USE OF WEB SERVICES" for details). The main objective of the
"Web Service Provider" is to strip the SOAP related information from the incoming
SOAP request and co-ordinate the appropriate calls to the "Query Parser", "Data
Retriever" and "SDMX-ML Data Generator" in order to produce the proper response.
The above procedure depends on the configuration parameters of the "Web Service
Provider" as well as on the type of requested data included in the SOAP request. For
that purpose, the "Web Service Provider" makes use (apart from the aforementioned
BBs) of the sdmx_model library (also developed by Eurostat), which is actually a
class model (java beans) representation of the SDMX v2.0 Information Model
("Section 02 Information Model: UML Conceptual Design"). This library is already
being used by many applications and tools developed by Eurostat, in the context of
SDMX related projects, for example: SDMX Converter, Data Structure Wizard (aka
DSW), SDMX Registry.
The "Web Service Provider" component is released as open-source software (OSS),
thus it can be either re-used as is (as a packaged jar) or by using its source code (in
case modifications are needed). Of course, the developers should have in mind to

respect the EUPL license governing the source code. Similarly, the sdmx_model
library is packages as OSS and can be used likewise.
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Figure 64 – SDMX Reference Architecture and Web Service Provider Classes

The following components comprise the Web Sevice part of the NSI:
•
•
•
•

Web Service Provider
SDMX Query Parser
Data Retriever
SDMX-ML Data Generator

This Web Service is responsible for exposing data stored in the Dissemination
database, according to the metadata stored in the Mapping Store database. Thus,
from the NSI Web Service perspective, these two databases are considered as actors
to its usage.
Moreover, another important (although indirect from WS perspective) actor is the
Mapping Assistant tool that populates the Mapping Store with metadata; the latter
relate the contents of the Dissemination database to an SDMX DSD. These metadata
are also required by the Data Retriever, which is responsible for querying the
Dissemination database according to an SDMX-ML Query targeted to data of the
aforementioned DSD.
Finally, the Loader is the module responsible for populating the Dissemination
database. Due to the fact that this database is usually proprietary and according to
the NSI’s needs, likewise the Loader that is built upon that database is proprietary.
In some cases, the responsibility of loading data in the Dissemination database
might include some manual steps or even complete human intervention. Thus, the

other responsibilities of the Loader (i.e. writing the feed and/or instructing the
SDMX-ML Generator to build a Dataset in order to be published in a URL) do not
concern directly the WS implementation.
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Figure 65 - Web Service Provider Classes

The diagram shows the main classes and their interaction.
NSIService class is responsible for exposing the functionality of the NSI WS using
SOAP as a Web Service. As its name reveals, it is a wrapper class implementing the
SOAP interface upon the functionality offered.
Controler class is responsible for co-ordinating the flow of events within the NSI WS.
It is the first class to be used after a request has arrived at the Web Service via the
NSIService class. The controller shall follow the whole process until the response is
sent back to the NSIService, in order to respond to the requestor client.
11.3

The Query Parser

The "Query Parser" component is a simple SAX API implementation specifically for
SDMX-ML Query messages (see “SDMX-ML: SCHEMA AND DOCUMENTATION” for
details). The main objective of the “Query Parser” is to store an SDMX-ML Query
message into an in-memory data model, in order to be available for processing by
other modules within a development environment. For that purpose, the “Query

Parser” makes use of the sdmx_model library (also developed by Eurostat), which is
actually a class model representation of the SDMX v2.0 Information Model (“Section
02 Information Model: UML Conceptual Design”). The sdmx_model library
(sdmx_model.jar) is already being used by many applications and tools developed by
Eurostat, in the context of SDMX related projects, for example: SDMX Converter,
Data Structure Wizard (aka DSW), SDMX Registry.
The “Query Parser” component is released as open-source software (OSS), thus it
can be either re-used as is (as a packaged jar) or by using its source code (in case
modifications are needed). Of course, the developers should have in mind to respect
the EUPL license governing the source code. Similarly, the sdmx_model library is
packages as OSS and can be used likewise.
The QueryParser accepts an Input Stream to an SDMX-ML query, producing the
equivalent QueryBean. The QueryParser uses the SAX parsing method, which is the
default event-based XML parsing method.
class query_parser
DefaultHandler

QueryDefs

QueryParser
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

attrs: Attributes
DEBUG: boolean = true
elmValues: HashMap<String, String>
JAXP_SCHEMA_LANGUAGE: String = "http://java.su... {readOnly}
JAXP_SCHEMA_SOURCE: String = "http://java.su... {readOnly}
numberOfOpenTime: int = 0
openTags: Vector<String>
operatorObjs: List
query: QueryBean
queryXsdFile: File
queryXsdUrl: URL
textBuffer: StringBuffer
timeBean: TimeBean
W3C_XML_SCHEMA: String = "http://www.w3.... {readOnly}

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

addCondition(ConditionBean) : void
characters(char[], int, int) : void
endDocument() : void
endElement(String, String, String) : void
endParsing() : void
error(SAXParseException) : void
fatalError(SAXParseException) : void
main(String[]) : void
processElement(String) : void
QueryParser(URL)
QueryParser(File)
read(InputStream) : QueryBean
startDocument() : void
startElement(String, String, String, Attributes) : void
warning(SAXParseException) : void

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

AND_ELEMENT : String = "And"
ATT RIBUTE_ELEMENT: String = "Attribute"
DAT A_PROVIDER_ELEMENT: String = "DataProvider"
DAT AFLOW_ELEMENT : String = "Dataflow"
DAT AWHERE_ELEMENT: String = "DataWhere"
DIMENSION_ELEMENT : String = "Dimension"
END_T IME_ELEMENT: String = "EndTime"
MET ADATAFLOW_ELEMENT: String = "Metadataflow"
MET ADATAWHERE_ELEMENT: String = "MetadataWhere"
OR_ELEMENT: String = "Or"
QUERY_ELEMENT: String = "Query"
START_TIME_ELEMENT : String = "StartT ime"
TIME_ELEMENT: String = "Time"

Exception
ParserException
+

ParserException(String, Throwable)

Figure 66 – SDMX Query Parser Classes

The main class of the Query Parser is the QueryParser class. It is an implementation
of the SAX parsing method. The class itself extends the DefaultHandler class, in
order to provide the instantiation rules for the SAX parsing. At the end of the
parsing, the result is a QueryBean with the content of the SDMX-ML message.
The QueryDefs class contains useful constant values, and the ParserException
represents an Exception that may occur while parsing.
The main method of the QueryParser is the read() method, which is invoked with the
InputStream containing the SDMX-ML Query. The reader should note that the
QueryParser object should be initialized with the File or the URL object of the
SDMXMessage.xsd. For this reason there are two constructors, one for each
initialization method.

sd Query Parser

Caller

QueryParser(queryXsdFile)

:QueryParser

read(is) :QueryBean
XMLReader
XMLReader()

setContentHandler(QueryParser)

setErrorHandler(QueryParser)

parse()

QueryBean

Figure 67 – SDMX Query Parser Sequence Diagram

1. The sequence of actions to use the Query Parser, as well as its internal
actions is very straight forward.
2. The Caller instantiates a QueryParser object
3. The QueryParser instantiates an XMLReader, which is a standard Java object
for parsing XML files.
4. The QueryParser sets the rules of actions of the XMLReader by setting the
Content Handler and the Error Handler as itself.
5. The QueryParser invoked the parse() method, which populates its QueryBean
instance variable.
6. The QueryBean is returned to the Caller.
11.4

The Data Retriever

The “Data Retriever” is part of the “SDMX Reference Architecture” for dissemination
environments, released by Eurostat within 2009. As such, it is a building block that
can be re-used within any dissemination environment requiring its functionality. It is
compliant with version 2.0 of the SDMX standard, which has been released on
November of 2005 (see http://sdmx.org for more details on the SDMX v2.0
standard).
This component offers the possibility to retrieve data from dissemination databases
given an in memory parsed SDMX-ML Query (see “SDMX-ML: SCHEMA AND
DOCUMENTATION” for details). The query translation to native SQL for the target
dissemination database is assisted by the mappings provided off-line by the Mapping
Assistant tool in the Mapping Store database. The connection to the Mapping Store
database is also provided as input to the “Data Retriever”. The retrieved data are
returned as SDMX-ML Dataset in memory object.

The Java objects used for holding the data returned and the query exist in the
sdmx_model library (also developed by Eurostat), which is actually a class model
(java beans) representation of the SDMX v2.0 Information Model (“Section 02
Information Model: UML Conceptual Design”). This library is already being used by
many applications and tools developed by Eurostat, in the context of SDMX related
projects, for example: SDMX Converter, Data Structure Wizard (aka DSW), SDMX
Registry.
The “Data Retriever” component is released as open-source software (OSS), thus it
can be either re-used as is (as a packaged jar) or by using its source code (in case
modifications are needed). Of course, the developers should have in mind to respect
the EUPL license governing the source code. Similarly, the sdmx-model library is
packaged as OSS and can be used likewise.
The Data Retriever accepts an SDMX Query, modelled in the SDMX Information
Model and retrieves the requested information from a Dissemination Database, based
on the Mappings on a Mapping Store. In more detail, once it receives a Query, it:

1. Generates an equivalent SQL query, which is specifically valid for the
Dissemination Database on which it will be executed.
2. Executes the query on the Dissemination Database
3. Generates from the results of the query their equivalent memory
representation using the SDMX Information Model.

In case a PC-Axis file is used as a Dissemination Database, an additional step takes
place between steps 1 and 2. That step involves the generation of an in-memory
SQLite database, which will contain the data of the PC-Axis file, and is able to run
the query generated in step 1.
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Figure 68 - SDMX Data Generator Packages

The figure above shows the packages of the DataRetriever. The package
“data_retriever” contains the main functionality of the module. The “mastore”
package contains the classes that are responsible for the communication with the
Mapping Store. The “vo” package is the Information Model of the Data Retriever,
which is a subset of the SDMX Information Model (also used by the Data Retriever),
tailored to the needs of the project. The “pcaxis” package contains the necessary
classes to retrieve data from PC-Axis files.
The “data_retriever” package uses classes from the “mastore” package to instantiate
and uses the classes of the “vo” package. The QueryBean class and the DataSet
class, which the Data Retriever accepts and outputs respectively, belong to the
SDMX Information Model.

Figure 69 - – Classes of the data_retriever package

The main class of the module is the DataRetriever, which contains most of the
functionality. Its main methods, and main methods of the whole module, are:
•
•
•

retrieveData() method: it retrieves the data requested in a QueryBean from
the Dissemination Database using the mappings in a Mapping Store.
getDsd() method: after the retrieveData() is executed, this method can be
used to return the DSD of the previously returned data
getDsdFromQueryBean() method: it can be used to retrieve from the Mapping
Store the DSD of the requested data in a QueryBean. It can be used instead
of getDsd(), which assumes the previous invocation of retrieveData().

The DataRetrieverUtils class contains utility methods, and reduces the complexity of
the DataRetriever. The DataRetrieverException class represents exceptions that may
occur during the invocation of the DataRetriever. For standard exceptions, it may
have a DataRetrieverErrorEnum, which is an enumerator for common errors. Finally,
a DatabaseType enumerator is used to represent the supported types of databases.
The Dissemination Database may be hosted in Oracle, SQL Server or MySQL, or be a
PC-Axis file. In order to allow the Data Retriever communicate with the
Dissemination Database, JDBC drivers of all vendors have been utilized. PC-Axis files
are handled in a special way, as they are not actual relational databases. The clause
where the proper driver is loaded can be seen below:
Java
if (dbType == DatabaseType.SQLSERVER) {
DriverManager.registerDriver(new com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver());

} else if (dbType == DatabaseType.ORACLE) {
DriverManager.registerDriver(new oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver());
} else if (dbType == DatabaseType.MYSQL) {
DriverManager.registerDriver(new com.mysql.jdbc.Driver());
} else if (dbType == DatabaseType.PCAXIS) {
DriverManager.registerDriver(new org.sqlite.JDBC());
} else {
// Something wrong happened. Load all drivers just in case the error is
prevented...
DriverManager.registerDriver(new com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver());
DriverManager.registerDriver(new oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver());
DriverManager.registerDriver(new com.mysql.jdbc.Driver());
DriverManager.registerDriver(new org.sqlite.JDBC());
}
.
.
.
// Create connection
Connection conn;
if(dbType == DatabaseType.PCAXIS) {
conn = DataRetrieverUtils.getConnForPxFile(connectionString, logger, sql);
} else {
conn = DriverManager.getConnection(connectionString);
}
.
.
.

The above snippet of code shows that PC-Axis files are handled differently than the
rest of the supported vendors. The method DataRetrieverUtils.getConnForPxFile()
accepts the connection string for the PC-Axis file, as well as the SQL to be executed
on it, and returns an SQL connection. This method makes use of the package
“pcaxis”, which will be presented in a later section.

Figure 70 - Classes of the mastore and vo packages

The “vo” package contains the Information Model of the Data Retriever. In particular,
the connection to the Mapping Store given as argument in the Constructor of most
classes in the “vo” package of the Data Retriever. These classes inherit from the
class PersistentEntityVO, which has the Mapping Store connection as a private field.
This was a design decision to allow the objects themselves to integrate the
functionality of retrieving their own instance variables from the Mapping Store, using

that connection, similarly to ORM6 software. For example, this is a snippet of code
from the DsdVO class:
Java
private ArrayList<ComponentVO> dimensions;
private ArrayList<ComponentVO> attributes;
private ArrayList<ComponentVO> crossSectionalMeasures;
private List<GroupVO> groups;
private ComponentVO primaryMeasure;
private ComponentVO timeDimension;
// because there are cases where a null field may trigger a query to the database in the
// getter, we have this provate field (no getter/setter) that indicates whether the
object has been populated
private boolean populatedComponents; // java default: false

.
.
.

public DsdVO(Connection maConnection) {
setMaConnection(maConnection);
}
.
.
.
/**
* This method populates the components of the DSD along with Groups
* @throws SQLException
*/
private void populateComponents() throws SQLException {
.
.
.
}
.
.
.

The constructor takes the Connection to the Mapping Store as an argument, so that
the object has knowledge of the Mapping Store. When a getter method is called and
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the
populatedComponents
flag
is
set
to
false, the private method
populateComponents is invoked, which is responsible for the retrieval from the
Mapping Store of all the appropriate values.
In some cases, objects need to be retrieved from the Mapping Store without the use
of the Information Model. For this reason there is additionally the “mastore” parent
package, with the MappingStoreRetriever class. An instance of this class is initialized
to retrieve objects such as Mapping Sets from the Mapping Store, and to provide
other SQL-related methods that would otherwise not fit in the Information Model.
The reader should note the particularity of the ConnectionVO class, and its
jdbcConnectionString field in particular. Although this field is the JDBC connection
string for relational databases, independently of their vendor, for the case of PC-Axis
files it is assumed to contain the path to the directory containing the files. The
examples below show the valid values for PC-Axis files for local and remote (FTP)
files respectively.
A file path to the directory containing the PC-Axis files:
PC-Axis connection string (local)
defaultdir="C:/Documents and Settings/Markos Fragkakis/Desktop/pcaxis"
An FTP path to the directory containing the PC-Axis files:
PC-Axis connection string (ftp)
defaultdir=ftp://mfr:markos123@192.168.0.3:21/pcaxis

The usage of the above field will be revisited when examining the pcaxis package,
and the actual handling of PC-Axis files.

Figure 71 - Classes of the pcaxis package

The main class of the package is PcAxis. In particular, its method convert2sqlite()
generates an in-memory database having one table that contains all the data in the
PC-Axis file. It should be noted that the particular method receives as an argument
the previously mentioned convention for “JDBC connection string”, and returns an
SQL Connection to the in-memory SQLite database.
The Data Retriever extracts the name of the file (the path only reaches directory
level) from the SQL query, which is another argument. This is possible due to the

adopted convention that the name of the table in the query is the same as the PCAxis file, but without the .px extension. This will be elaborated further later on.
The contents of the PC-Axis file are loaded in a table named with the name of the
PC-Axis file, without the .px extension. As the convention for “PC-Axis JDBC
connection string” described above does not contain the PC-Axis filename (this was a
design decision to allow the use one Connection for multiple PC-Axis files in the same
directory), the name is assumed from the SQL query of the DataSet (see Information
Model) upon which the final query will be executed. For example, the DataSet query
below:
SQL

select PR0101B3TIMEVAL_LARGE1.Productgroup as
PR0101B3TIMEVAL_LARGE1_Productgroup, PR0101B3TIMEVAL_LARGE1.period as
PR0101B3TIMEVAL_LARGE1_period,
PR0101B3TIMEVAL_LARGE1.ConsumerPriceIndexCPIbyCOICOP1980100 as
PR0101B3TIMEVAL_LARGE1_ConsumerPriceIndexCPIbyCOICOP1980100
from PR0101B3TIMEVAL_LARGE PR0101B3TIMEVAL_LARGE1
This must be executed on the SQLite database produced from the file
PR0101B3TIMEVAL_LARGE.px (note the bold letters above). The method returns the
JDBC connection to the generated SQLite database, upon which the query is
executed similarly to other supported vendors.
In particular, the in-memory database that will be generated will have one table,
with the same name as the PC-Axis file (without the .px extension). For example for
the file PR0101B3TIMEVAL_LARGE.px the database that will be generated will have
one table named PR0101B3TIMEVAL_LARGE, as assumed in the Dataset query. The
table will have one column for each of the variables in the STUB, HEADING and
CONTENTS sections of the PC-Axis file.

Figure 72 - A generated SQLite table

A sample table of a generated SQLite database can be seen in Figure 72.
After the execution of the SQL Query, the in-memory database is discarded. For
hands-on inspection and investigation of the SQLite Database, the reader may
change its definition from the one actually used:
Java
Connection connection = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:sqlite::memory:");

To something like this, which will save the database locally:
Java

Connection connection = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:sqlite:C:\\sample.sqlite");

The reader can then open the locally saved database with an appropriate client.
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Figure 73 - Data Retriever sequence diagram

1. The DataRetriever is populated by an external caller
2. The DataRetriever is called through the method retrieveData(), with two
arguments: a Dissemination Database connection and an SDMX Query Bean.
a. The DataRetriever calls its initialize() method, which instantiates a
MappingStoreDataRetriever and returns the MappingSet for the
Dataflow of the QueryBean.
3. The Data Retriever fetches from the Mapping Store the Mapping Set for the
particular Dataflow of the Query and Header information related with
requested Dataflow.
4. Using the Mappings defined in the Mapping Set between DSD components
and Dissemination Database columns, generateSql() methods called, which
“translates” the SDMX query to an equivalent SQL query, specific to the
dissemination database for which it is destined.
5. The method executeSql() is called, which executes the generated SQL on the
Dissemination Database.
a. The same method reads through the result set and populates a
DataSet object (along with its contained GroupKeys, TimeseriesKeys
and Observation objects) from the Information Model. It handles reads
the result in both types: TimeSeries oriented or XS based (when
values are in more than one columns that correspond to XS measures)
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Figure 74: Part of the Mapping Store

Now it will be shown the way a Mapping Set is stored in the Mapping Store, and the way in
which it can be populated by hand, so that the Data Retriever can be used without the
existence of a Mapping Store. This is the table MAPPING_SET containing the Mapping Set
called mset_typec. The particular Mapping Set was created for a dissemination database
provided by ISTAT

Figure 75: MAPPING_SET

As seen in Figure 75, the mapping set refers to a DataSet. Defined DataSets are stored in the
DATASET table of the Mapping Store. The particular dataset for the mset_typec mapping set is
called ds3. This is the way it is stored in a Mapping Store:

Figure 76: DATASET

The DataSet is essentially a SQL query for a dissemination database. The XML_QUERY column
is specific for the Mapping Assistant tool, and is not used by the Data Retriever. As seen in
Figure 76, the DataSet refers to a dissemination database, which is represented by a
ConnectionVO object. The Mapping Store stores such information in the DB_CONNECTION
table. The particular Connection for the dataset is test_group:

Figure 77: DB_CONNECTION

The Mapping Set has a number of Mappings, which are stored in the COMPONENT_MAPPING
table. The particular Mapping Set has the following mappings:
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Figure 78: COMPONENT_MAPPING

The first of the Mappings is the correspondence of the STS_INDICATOR dimension of the STS
DSD to the constant value “PROD”. This can be found in the Mapping Store through the manyto-many table COM_COL_MAPPING_COMPONENT, which has a foreign key on the table
COMPONENT, which contains all the DSD components.
The mapping with MAP_ID 187 is a correspondence between the DSD dimension ADJUSTMENT
and the Dataset Column D_IND_PA1_TIPO. Again, the DSD components of the mapping can be
found through the many-to-many table COM_COL_MAPPING_COMPONENT. Similarly, the
Dataset Columns of the mapping can be found through the many-to-many table
COM_COL_MAPPING_COLUMN.
The latter mapping also has transcoding applied on it. In particular, the following transcoding
must be applied.
DSD code

Local code

d

S

g

N

M

W

The transcoding is stored in the table TRANSCODING, and comprises of several transcoding
rules, one for each of the above correspondences. Transcoding rules are stored in the table
TRANSCODING_RULE, which has many-to-many relations to both DSD_CODEs and
LOCAL_CODEs.
11.5

The Data Generator

The “SDMX-ML Data Generator” is part of the “SDMX Reference Architecture” for dissemination
environments, released by Eurostat within 2009. As such, it is a building block that can be reused within any dissemination environment requiring its functionality. It is compliant with
version 2.0 of the SDMX standard, which has been released on November of 2005 (see
http://sdmx.org/for more details on the SDMX v2.0 standard).
This component is responsible for creating SDMX-ML messages (see “SDMX-ML: SCHEMA AND
DOCUMENTATION” for details) given a specific input. This input is a data model that is used for
storing SDMX data and metadata and is actually part of the sdmx_model library (also
developed by Eurostat). The sdmx_model library (aka sdmx_model.jar) is a class model (java
beans) representation of the SDMX v2.0 Information Model (“Section 02 Information Model:
UML Conceptual Design”). This library is already being used by many applications and tools
developed by Eurostat, in the context of SDMX related projects, for example: SDMX Converter,
Data Structure Wizard (aka DSW), SDMX Registry.
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The Data Generator a DataMessage object from the Information Model of the sdmx_model
library, as well as an OutputStream to the destination where the content will be written.
Depending on the requested output Format, the Data Generator invokes the appropriate
Writer, which is capable of writing in the particular format.

class sdmx_w riter

InputParams

IoUtils
~
+
~
-

expressionStarted: boolean = false
fh: FileHandler
frm: Formatter
logger: Logger
patternStringSb: StringBuilder = new StringBuild...
specialCharsPattern: Pattern
specialCharsReplacements: HashMap<String, String>

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

getLogger() : Logger
getParseMonitor(int, boolean) : ParseMonitor
getParseMonitor(int) : ParseMonitor
getSeriePeriodAndTimeFormatFromObservations(List<Observation>, String) : String
getSingleObservationDateFormat(String) : String
handleSpecialCharacters(String) : String
IoUtils()
main(String[]) : void
parseHeaderPropertyFile(InputStream) : HeaderBean

DataGenerator
-

logger: Logger

+
+
+

DataGenerator(Logger)
generateData(DataMessage, KeyFamilyBean, Formats, OutputStream) : void
main(String[]) : void

-

dateCompatibility: String
delimiter: String
flatFileEncoding: String
generatedFileComment: String
gesmesWritingTechnique: String
headerIs: InputStream
keyFamilyBean: KeyFamilyBean
mappingMap: Map<String, String>
namespacePrefix: String
namespaceUri: String
orderedFlatInput: boolean
structureSetMap: LinkedHashMap<String, LinkedHashMap<String, String>>

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

getDateCompatibility() : String
getDelimiter() : String
getFlatFileEncoding() : String
getGeneratedFileComment() : String
getGesmesWritingTechnique() : String
getHeaderIs() : InputStream
getKeyFamilyBean() : KeyFamilyBean
getMappingMap() : Map<String, String>
getNamespacePrefix() : String
getNamespaceUri() : String
getStructureSet() : LinkedHashMap<String, LinkedHashMap<String, String>>
InputParams()
isOrderedFlatInput() : boolean
setDateCompatibility(String) : void
setDelimiter(String) : void
setFlatFileEncoding(String) : void
setGeneratedFileComment(String) : void
setGesmesWritingTechnique(String) : void
setHeaderIs(InputStream) : void
setKeyFamilyBean(KeyFamilyBean) : void
setMappingMap(Map<String, String>) : void
setNamespacePrefix(String) : void
setNamespaceUri(String) : void
setOrderedFlatInput(boolean) : void
setStructureSet(LinkedHashMap<String, LinkedHashMap<String, String>>) : void
toString() : String

-params

-params

Runnable

«interface»
«interface»

Writer
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

closeWriter() : void
isReady() : boolean
setInputParams(InputParams) : void
setOutputStream(OutputStream) : void
writeData(DataMessage, OutputStream, InputParams) : void
writeEmptyDataSet(DataSet) : void
writeGroupKey(GroupKey) : void
writeHeader(HeaderBean) : void
writeTimeseriesKey(TimeseriesKey) : void

Reader
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

getResult() : String
isReady() : boolean
readData(InputStream, InputParams) : DataMessage
readData(InputStream, InputParams, Writer) : void
readData() : void
setInputParams(InputParams) : void
setInputStream(InputStream) : void
setWriter(Writer) : void

-writer

-params

CrossDataWriter

CompactDataWriter
-

generatedFileComment: String
header: HeaderBean
keyFamilyBean: KeyFamilyBean
lineEnd: String = System.getPrope...
namespacePrefix: String
namespaceUri: String
os: OutputStream
params: InputParams
pout: PrintWriter
tabs: String

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

closeWriter() : void
isReady() : boolean
main(String[]) : void
printAttributes(AttachableArtefact) : void
printCompactDataTag() : void
printDataSet(DataSet) : void
printGroupKey(GroupKey) : void
printKey(Key) : void
printObservation(Observation) : void
printSeriesKey(TimeseriesKey) : void
setGeneratedFileComment(String) : void
setInputParams(InputParams) : void
setKeyFamilyBean(KeyFamilyBean) : void
setNamespacePrefix(String) : void
setNamespaceUri(String) : void
setOutputStream(OutputStream) : void
writeData(DataMessage, OutputStream, InputParams) : void
writeEmptyDataSet(DataSet) : void
writeGroupKey(GroupKey) : void
writeHeader(HeaderBean) : void
writeTimeseriesKey(TimeseriesKey) : void

GenericDataWriter
-

DataSetAction: String = ""
generatedFileComment: String
header: HeaderBean
lineEnd: String = System.getPrope...
os: OutputStream
params: InputParams
pout: PrintWriter
tabs: String

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

closeWriter() : void
isReady() : boolean
printAttributes(AttachableArtefact) : void
printDataSet(DataSet) : void
printGenericData() : void
printGroupKey(GroupKey) : void
printKey(Key) : void
printObservation(Observation) : void
printSeriesKey(TimeseriesKey) : void
setGeneratedFileComment(String) : void
setInputParams(InputParams) : void
setOutputStream(OutputStream) : void
writeData(DataMessage, OutputStream, InputParams) : void
writeEmptyDataSet(DataSet) : void
writeGroupKey(GroupKey) : void
writeHeader(HeaderBean) : void
writeT imeseriesKey(TimeseriesKey) : void

HeaderTagWriter

«enumeration»
Formats
reader
writer
«enum»
CSV
FLR
GESMES_T S
GESMES_2_1
GESMES_DSIS
GENERIC_SDMX
COMPACT_SDMX
UTILITY_SDMX
CROSS_SDMX
~
+
+

Formats(String, String)
getReader() : String
getWriter() : String

IoUtils::ParseMonitor
+
+
+
+
+
+

avt: float
extremeRatio: int = 6
keySetLimit: int
log: boolean = false
lt: long = 0
maxRatio: int = 4
maxSlowLoops: int = 2
ooml: int = 0
ratio: int = 2
settingWindow: boolean = true
started: boolean = false
td: long = 0
timedRecs: int = 1

+
+

monitor(int) : void
ParseMonitor(int, boolean)

-

pout: PrintWriter
tabs: String

+
+
-

HeaderTagWriter(PrintWriter, String)
printContact(ContactTypeBean) : void
printHeader(HeaderBean) : void
printParty(PartyTypeBean, String) : void
printTextType(TextTypeBean, String) : void

Exception
DataGeneratorException
+
+

DataGeneratorException(String)
DataGeneratorException(String, Throwable)

-

colonStr: String = ";"
componentOrder: LinkedHashMap<String, Integer>
ds: DataSet
emptyStr: String = ""
generatedFileComment: String
groupAtts: String ([][])
groupDims: String ([][])
groupNames: String ([])
header: HeaderBean
keyFamilyBean: KeyFamilyBean
keySetLimit: int
lineEnd: String = System.getPrope...
measureDimConcepts: LinkedHashMap<String, String>
namespacePrefix: String
namespaceUri: String
os: OutputStream
params: InputParams
pout: PrintWriter
tabs: String
tempAsciiOS: ByteArrayOutputStream
tempAsciiOS2: ByteArrayOutputStream
tempgrpout: PrintWriter
tempPrintWriter: PrintWriter
tempSdmxOS: ByteArrayOutputStream
tempT sGroupOS: ByteArrayOutputStream
tempXGroupOS: ByteArrayOutputStream
tempXSectionOS: ByteArrayOutputStream
xdatasetDims: String ([])
xgroupAtts: String ([])
xgroupDims: String ([])
xobservationAtts: String ([])
xobservationDims: String ([])
xsDatasetAtts: String ([])
xsectionAtts: String ([])
xsectionDims: String ([])

+
+
#
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

buildAndPrintXSGroups(int) : void
closeWriter() : void
disposeOutputStreams(OutputStream) : void
disposePrintWriters(PrintWriter) : void
getBufferedReaderFromByteArrOS(ByteArrayOutputStream) : BufferedReader
getPrintWriterForByteArrOS(ByteArrayOutputStream) : PrintWriter
isReady() : boolean
makeAsciiDataFile(int) : void
makeTempSdmxFile(int) : void
makeXGroupFile(int) : void
makeXSDataSet() : void
makeXSectionFile() : void
populateDsdRelatedProperties() : void
printAttributes(AttachableArtefact) : void
printCrossDataTag() : void
printDataSet(DataSet) : void
printKey(Key) : void
printXSGroup(XSGroup) : void
printXSObservation(XSObservation) : void
printXSSection(XSSection) : void
setGeneratedFileComment(String) : void
setInputParams(InputParams) : void
setKeyFamilyBean(KeyFamilyBean) : void
setNamespacePrefix(String) : void
setNamespaceUri(String) : void
setOutputStream(OutputStream) : void
switchByteArrOSs(ByteArrayOutputStream, ByteArrayOutputStream) : void
writeData(DataMessage, OutputStream, InputParams) : void
writeEmptyDataSet(DataSet) : void
writeGroupKey(GroupKey) : void
writeHeader(HeaderBean) : void
writeTempGroup(GroupKey) : void
writeTempSeries(TimeseriesKey) : void
writeTimeseriesKey(T imeseriesKey) : void

DataMessageReader
-

lineEnd: String = System.getPrope...
message: DataMessage
result: String
writer: Writer

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

getResult() : String
isReady() : boolean
parseDataMessage(DataMessage) : void
readData(InputStream, InputParams) : DataMessage
readData(InputStream, InputParams, Writer) : void
readData() : void
run() : void
setDataMessage(DataMessage) : void
setInputParams(InputParams) : void
setInputStream(InputStream) : void
setWriter(Writer) : void

Comparator
IoUtils::SeriesComparator
+

compare(Object, Object) : int

Figure 79 - Classes of the Data Generator

The main class of the Data Generator is the DataGenerator class, whose most important (and
only) method is the generateData() method. This method takes the following parameters:
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The

DataMessage, which contains the data to be written
KeyFamilyBean representing the Key Family of the data
target output Format
OutputStream where the invoked writer will write the data.

Furthermore, the module contains 3 writers (GenericDataWriter, CompactDataWriter,
CrossSectionalDataWriter), all implementing the Writer interface. Finally, there is the IoUtils
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utility class, as well as the Header class, representing header information and InputParams,
which represents the required InputParameters for the invoked writer.

sd Data Generator Sequence Diagram

Caller

DataGenerator(logger)

:DataGenerator

generateData(dataMessage,keyFamily,targetFormat,out)

InputParams()

:InputParams

:CompactDataWriter

setInputParams(params)

setOutputStream(os)

writeHeader(header)

writeData(message,out,params)

Figure 80 – Data Generator sequence diagram

The sequence of actions to invoke the Data Generator, as well as its internal actions is very
straight forward.
1. The Caller instantiates a DataGenerator object with a Log4j logger instance.
2. The Caller invokes the generateData() method, with a DataMessage (containing the
data to be written), a KeyFamilyBean (the DSD of the data), the target output Format
and an OutputStream.
3. The DataGenerator instanciates an InputParams object and populates it with the
arguments of the generateData() method.
4. The DataGenerator instantiates the appropriate Writer, depending on the requested
output
Format
(one
of
GenericDataWriter,
CompactDataWriter,
CrossSectionalDataWriter). In the above example the CompactDataWriter is
instantiated.
5. The DataGenerator invokes the writeHeader() method of the Writer, so that the header
information is written.
6. The DataGenerator invokes the writeData() method of the Writer, which actually writes
the data into the OutputStream, concluding the data generation process.

11.6

The SDMX Data Model

This component is used for representing information internally. The complete solution used this
SDMX data model to represent information stored in the SDMX Queries Messages as well as to
produced SDMX data message and its corresponding metadata.
12

Basic Requirements

Eclipse IDE
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Data Base Server (MSSQL/Oracle/MySQL)
Web Server (Apache Tomcat/Oracle Weblogic)
JDK 5.0 or Higher
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